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PIPEWIRE: A LOW-LEVEL MULTIMEDIA SUBSYSTEM

Wim Taymans ∗

Principal Software Engineer
Red Hat, Spain

wim.taymans@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

PipeWire is a low-level multimedia library and daemon that facili-
tates negotiation and low-latency transport of multimedia content be-
tween applications, filters and devices. It is built using modern Linux
infrastructure and has both performance and security as its core de-
sign guidelines. The goal is to provide services such as JACK and
PulseAudio on top of this common infrastructure. PipeWire is media
agnostic and supports arbitrary compressed and uncompressed for-
mats. A common audio infrastructure with backwards compatibility
that can support Pro Audio and Desktop Audio use cases can poten-
tially unify the currently fractured audio landscape on Linux desk-
tops and workstations and give users and developers a much better
audio experience.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a lot of effort has been put into improving the deliv-
ery method for applications on Linux. Both Flatpak [1] (backed by
Red Hat and others) and snappy [2] (backed by Canonical) aim to
improve application dependencies, delivery and security.

Due to the increased security policy of these sandboxed appli-
cations, no direct access to system devices is allowed. Access to
devices needs to be mediated by a portal and controlled by a dae-
mon.

Linux and other operating systems have traditionally used a dae-
mon to control audio devices. For consumer audio, the Linux desk-
top has settled around PulseAudio [3] and for Pro-Audio it has adop-
ted JACK [4].

The initial motivation for PipeWire [5] in 2017, came from a
desire to support camera capture in a sandboxed environment such as
Flatpak. PipeWire was initially conceived as a daemon to decouple
access from the camera and the application, not very different from
the existing audio daemons. Later on, the design solidified and with
input from the LAD community it went through a couple of rewrites
and gained audio functionality as well.

PipeWire provides a unified framework for accessing multime-
dia devices, implementing filters and sharing multimedia content be-
tween applications in an efficient and secure way. This framework
can be used to implement various services such as Camera access
from browsers, Screen sharing, audio server, etc.. The design al-
lows to run PulseAudio and JACK applications on top of a common
framework, essentially providing a way to unify the Linux Audio
stack.

This paper will focus on the Audio infrastructure that PipeWire
implements.

∗ This work was supported by Red Hat

2. LINUX AUDIO LANDSCAPE

Audio support on Linux first appeared with the Open Sound System
(OSS) [6] and was until the 2.4 kernel the only audio API available
on Linux. It was based around the standard Unix open/close/read-
/write/ioctl system calls.

OSS was replaced by the Advanced Linux Sound Architecture
(ALSA) [7]from Linux 2.5. ALSA improved on the OSS API and
included a user space library that abstracted many of the hardware
details. The ALSA user-space library also includes a plugin infras-
tructure that can be used to create new custom devices and plugins.
Unfortunately, the plugin system is quite static and requires editing
of configuration files.

OSS — and also ALSA — both suffer from the fact that only one
application can open a device at a time. Some hardware can solve
this by doing mixing in the audio card itself but most consumer cards
or even pro audio cards don’t have this functionality. ALSA imple-
ments a software mixer as a plugin (Dmix) but its implementation is
lacking and its setup inflexible.

2.1. First sound servers

EsoundD (or ESD) was one of the first sound servers. It was de-
veloped for Enlightenment and was later adopted by GNOME. It
received audio from multiple clients over a socket and mixed the
samples before writing to the hardware device. Backend modules
could be written for various sound APIs such as ALSA and OSS.

The first sound servers used TCP as a transport mechanism and
were not designed to provide low-latency audio. Applications were
supposed to send samples to the server at a reasonable speed with
some limited feedback about the fill levels in the server.

BSD has another audio API called sndio [8]. This is a very
simple audio API that can also handle midi. It is based on Unix pipes
to transport audio and has, like ESD, no real support for low-latency
audio.

2.2. Pro audio with JACK

The JACK Audio Connection Kit (JACK) was developed by Paul
Davis in 2002 based on the audio engine in Ardour. It provides real-
time and low-latency connections between applications for audio and
midi.

JACK maintains a graph of applications (clients) that are con-
nected using ports. In contrast to the previous audio servers, JACK
will use the device interrupt to wake up each client in the graph in
turn to process data. This makes it possible to keep the delay be-
tween processing and recording/playback very low.

There are 2 implementations of the JACK API with different
features. Work is ongoing to bring the JACK2 implementation to the
same level as JACK1, eventually rendering JACK1 obsolete.
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JACK is missing features that are typically needed for regular
desktop users such as format support, power saving, dynamic de-
vices, volume control, security etc.

2.3. Consumer audio with PulseAudio

PulseAudio is a modern modular sound server. In contrast to other
sound servers on Linux it handles the routing and setup of multiple
devices automatically and dynamically. One can connect a bluetooth
device and have the sound be routed to it automatically, for example.

It is possible to write rules into a policy module to perform vari-
ous tasks based on events in the system. One can for example, lower
or pause audio streams when an incoming call is received.

PulseAudio is optimized for power saving and does not handle
low-latency audio very well, the code paths to wake up a client are
in general too CPU hungry.

Most desktops nowadays install PulseAudio by default. And it is
possible to let PulseAudio and JACK somewhat coexist. PulseAudio
can automatically become a JACK client when needed although this
will cause high CPU load with low-latency JACK setups.

3. PIPEWIRE MEDIA SERVER

When designing the audio infrastructure for PipeWire we need to
build upon the lessons learned from JACK and PulseAudio. We
will present the current design and how each part improves upon
the JACK and PulseAudio design.

ALSA pipewire-pulse libjack.so

libpipewire

V4l2 alsabluetooth va-api DRM

GStreamer VLC App1 App2

App

JACK Wayland

Session
Manager

vulkan

Figure 1: Overview

Figure 1 shows where PipeWire is situated in the software stack.
It sits right between the user-space API to access the kernel drivers
and the applications. It takes on a similar role as PulseAudio or
JACK but also includes video devices, midi, Firewire and bluetooth.
It allows application to exchange media with each other or with de-
vices.

Applications are not supposed to directly access the devices but
go through the PipeWire API. There is a replacement JACK and
PulseAudio server that go through PipeWire to provide compatibility
with existing applications. There is no urgent reason to port applica-
tions to PipeWire unless they would want to use newer features that
cannot be implemented in the other APIs.

The core functionality of PipeWire is simple and consists of:

• Provide a set of core objects. This includes: Core, Client,
Device, Node, Port, Module, Factory, Link along with some
helper objects.

• Load modules to create factories, policy or other objects in
the PipeWire daemon or client.

• Allow clients to connect and enforce per client permissions
on objects.

• Allow clients to introspect objects in the daemon. This in-
cludes enumerating object properties.

• Allow clients to call methods on objects. New objects can be
created from a factory. This includes creating a link between
ports or creating client controlled objects.

• Manage the negotiation of formats and buffers between linked
ports.

• Manage the dataflow in the graph.

An important piece of the infrastructure is the session manager.
It includes all the specific configuration and policy for how the de-
vices will be managed in the PipeWire graph. It is expected that this
component will be use-case specific and that it will interface with
the configuration system of the environment. PipeWire provides a
modular example session manager and work is ongoing to create an
alternative session manager called WirePlumber [9].

In the next subsections we cover the various requirements and
how they are implemented in PipeWire.

3.1. IPC

A sound/media server needs to have an efficient and extensible IPC
mechanism between client and server. The PipeWire IPC (inter pro-
cess communication) system was inspired by Wayland [10]. It ex-
poses a set of objects that can have properties, methods and that can
emit events.

The protocol is completely asynchronous, this means that method
calls do not have a return value but will trigger one or more events
asynchronously later with a result. This also makes it possible to use
the protocol over a network without blocking the application.

PipeWire has a set of core built-in interfaces, such as Node, Port
and Link that can be mapped directly to JACK Client, Port and con-
nections. It is also possible to define new interfaces and implement
them into a module. This makes it possible to extend the number of
interfaces and evolve the API as time goes by.

Extensibility of the protocol has been lacking in JACK and to
some extend PulseAudio as well.

3.2. Configuration/Policy

Configuration of the Devices and nodes in the PipeWire daemon as
well as the routing should be performed by a separate module or even
an external session manager.

With PulseAudio, the setup and policy was loaded into the dae-
mon with modules and requires editing of configuration files to
change. Modules can also only be developed inside the PulseAu-
dio repository, which makes them very inflexible and not adaptable
to the specific desktop environment.

JACK has very limited setup, it can normally only load and con-
figure 1 hardware device for capture and playback. It is up to other
processes (session managers, control applications) to add extra de-
vices dynamically (netjack, zita-a2j, zita-n2j, ...).

7 sciencesconf.org:lac2020:307881
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PipeWire chooses the external session manager setup, like JACK
but makes it possible to choose what services to run in the daemon
and which in the session manager. Devices, for example, can run
inside the daemon for better performance or outside of the daemon
for more flexibility (Bluetooth devices need encoding/decoding that
is better run outside of the daemon).

The session manager can export any kind of device, including
Bluetooth, Firewire, ALSA, video4linux and so on.

3.3. Security

JACK and PulseAudio make it possible for clients to interfere with
other clients or even read and modify their data. PipeWire fixes this
problem with a permission system that is enforced at the PipeWire
core level.

When a client connects, it can be frozen until permissions are
configured on it. This is usually done by an access module when it
detects a sandboxed client. Usually a session manager will configure
permissions on a client based on its stored permissions or based on
user interaction.

PipeWire enforces that clients can’t see or interact with objects
for which they don’t have READ permission. Client can’t call meth-
ods on objects without EXECUTE permissions and WRITE permis-
sion is needed to change properties on an object.

It is also important that clients can only see the shared memory
they need. This is implemented in PipeWire by only handing memfd
file descriptors to clients that require the data. Seals are used to make
sure that clients can’t truncate or grow the memory in any way and
cause other clients or the daemon to crash.

3.4. Format negotiation

PipeWire uses the same format description as used in GStreamer
[11]. This allows it to express media formats with properties, ranges
and enumerations. It is possible to easily find a common format be-
tween ports by doing a generic intersection of formats.

Format conversion, however, is not something that should be
done often in a real-time, low-latency pipeline. It should typically
only be done when writing to or reading from the actual hardware.
The PipeWire audio processing graph uses a common single format
between all the processing nodes. The format is not hard-coded into
PipeWire but configured by the session manager and is currently the
same format as used by JACK: Float 32 bits mono samples.

PipeWire uses a generic control format to transport midi and
other control messages. This can include timed property updates,
OSC or CV values.

Flexible format negotiation is a requirement to implement fea-
tures like pass-through over HDMI or AAC decoding on the blue-
tooth devices. The session manager will usually define how this will
work, for example, pass-through will require exclusive access to the
device because mixing of encoded formats is not possible.

3.5. Dataflow

After a format is negotiated, PipeWire negotiates a set of buffers
backed by memory in memfd. These buffers are then shared be-
tween nodes and ports that need them by passing the file descriptor
around. eventfd is used to wakeup nodes when they need to pro-
cess input buffers and produce output buffers.

timerfd is used to measure when a devices will be empty/-
filled. The timeout is adjusted based on the fill level of the device

and a DLL. By using a timer, we can also dynamically adjust the
period size based on client requirements. It is also possible to write
the device wakeup using the traditional IRQ based approach but that
does not provide flexible period adjustments.

When a device needs more data (or has more data, in case of a
source), the graph is woken up. PipeWire uses the same concepts as
JACK2 to schedule the processing graph. It keeps track of depen-
dencies between nodes and nodes are informed about the peer nodes
they are linked to. When processing starts, all nodes without depen-
dencies are scheduled (sources). When they complete, dependencies
are satisfied on their peer nodes, which are then scheduled, and so
on until the whole graph is completed. Nodes that complete can di-
rectly wake up their peers by signaling the eventfdwithout having
to wake up the PipeWire daemon.

This allows for the same latency and complexity as JACK and
significantly better performance than PulseAudio.

3.6. Automatic slaving

PipeWire will automatically manage the master/slave relationship
between devices. For this it uses a priority property configured on
the device node by the session manager.

Devices are only slaved to each other when their graphs are inter-
connected in some way. This is an improvement compared to JACK,
which requires all devices to be slaved to one master, even if they
don’t need to be. It allows PipeWire to avoid resampling in many
cases.

The clock slaving and resampling algorithm is inspired by zita-
ajbridge [12]. It however runs in a single thread and uses a DLL
to drive the resampler by matching its device fill level to the graph
period size. This results in exceptionally good rate matching, far
superior to what PulseAudio manages and with lower latency than
what zita-ajbridge does.

3.7. Transport

PipeWire expands on the JACK transport feature with the following
additions:

• multiple transports at the same time. Each driver has its own
transport, when drivers are slaved, the transport of the master
becomes the active one. This makes it possible to avoid slav-
ing and resampling when the driver graphs are not linked in
any way.

• Seeking is supported in other formats than audio samples.
Seeking in beats or bars is possible.

• Clients can know about new position changes in advance.
There is a queue of pending position changes that clients can
look at.

• Sample accurate looping.

4. SESSION MANAGER

The PipeWire daemon is usually configured to start up with a mini-
mal set of modules. All devices and policy are typically loaded and
configured by an external session manager. This usually include a
factory for devices and a factory for making links.

PipeWire includes a modular example session manager that can
be used as a basis for a custom session manager.

8 sciencesconf.org:lac2020:307881
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The session manage usually also implement the session manager
extension API that introduces concepts of Session/Endpoint/End-
pointStream and EndpointLink. These interfaces are used to group
and configure nodes in the graph and allows PipeWire/SessionMan-
ager to provide similar concepts to what PulseAudio uses.

5. API SUPPORT

Legacy application should run unmodified on a PipeWire system.
Depending on the API, a plugin or a replacement library is used for
this purpose.

5.1. ALSA

There is an ALSA plugin that interfaces directly with PipeWire to
support older ALSA-only applications. See Figure-3 for an example
of aplay streaming to PipeWire.

5.2. PulseAudio

PulseAudio support was initially implemented with a reimplementa-
tion of libpulse.so and some other pulse libraries that interfaces
with PipeWire directly. This however proved to be more complicated
and error prone than expected.

The lastest PipeWire version implements PulseAudio support
with a minimal reimplementation of the PulseAudio protocol in a
separate daemon. This provides excellent compatibility even for
Flatpak applications and turns out to be considerably less compli-
cated to implement.

See Figure 2 for a screenshot of pavucontrol running on top
of the PipeWire PulseAudio replacement daemon.

Figure 2: pavucontrol on PipeWire

5.3. JACK

JACK is supported with a custom libjack.so library that maps
all jack method calls to equivalent PipeWire methods. See Figure-3
for an example of catia running on top of the PipeWire libjack.so
replacement. The figure also shows how VLC (using the PulseAudio
API), aplay (using the ALSA plugin) and paplay (using the PulseAu-
dio API) can coexist with JACK applications.

Figure 3: Catia on PipeWire

6. USE CASES

In addition to the audio use case that we covered in the previous
section, in this section we briefly touch upon the other use cases that
PipeWire handles.

6.1. Camera access

In sandboxed applications, it is not allowed to directly access the
video camera. Browsers provide a custom dialog to mediate access
to cameras but this task would be better handled by the lower lay-
ers in order to have a unified access control mechanism but also a
common video processing graph.

PipeWire can provide a video4linux source that applications can
use to capture video from the camera. This has many benefits such
as:

• Access can be controlled by PipeWire. Revoking access is
easy.

• Resolutions and format are managed by the session manager.
Based on the profile and requirements of the apps using the
camera.

• Filters can be applied.

• The camera can be shared between applications.

GNOME has created a portal DBus API [13] to negotiate ac-
cess with the camera (what camera to use) and create a session with
limited permissions for this stream.

Figure-4 shows Cheese and a GStreamer pipeline sharing the
captured video of a video4linux camera served through PipeWire.

9 sciencesconf.org:lac2020:307881
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Figure 4: Camera access and sharing

6.2. Screen sharing

Under Wayland, it is for security reasons not possible to grab the
contents of the screen. This makes it impossible to implement screen
sharing or remote desktop on top of Wayland without some extra
work.

GNOME has implemented a portal (DBus API) that can be used
to request a PipeWire stream of the desktop. The portal will ask
the user what kind of screen sharing to activate (windows, area or
whole desktop along with what monitor etc) and will then set up a
PipeWire session with the stream. The fd of the session is passed to
the application. Using the PipeWire security model, only this stream
is visible to the application and data can flow between the compos-
itor and the application. See Figure-5 to see a GStreamer pipeline
rendering the captured screen of a Wayland session.

Figure 5: Wayland screen sharing

6.3. Video processing

Some effort has been put into the Video processing part of PipeWire.
Currently there is a Vulkan compute source that can generate video
in RGBA float 32 linear light format. We expect video filters to be
made at a later stage, enabling the same kind of features JACK gives
but on video streams.

6.4. Adoption

PipeWire has been in Fedora 27 since 2017 to implement Wayland
screen sharing. FireFox, Chrome (WebRTC) have support to imple-
ment the screen sharing with native PipeWire API using the DBus
portal.

Since Fedora 32 (early 2020), the redesigned version 3 with au-
dio support has been shipped but not enabled by default.

On September 4th 2020 [14], a tech preview can be enabled in
Fedora 32 and Fedora 33 to test out the audio functionality. This
resulted in quite a few new features and bugfixes reported by early
testers.

Currently, a plan is developing to try to enable PipeWire as the
default Audio service in Fedora 34 (april 2021) and to phase out
PulseAudio and JACK.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We showed how PipeWire provides a performant and secure multi-
media subsystem in Linux. With lessons learned from existing con-
sumer and pro audio solutions, PipeWire unifies the audio stack and
provides a future proof foundation for all kinds of new exciting mul-
timedia applications.

Future work will involve deploying PipeWire in distros and learn-
ing how to improve the design. More research and experience is
needed for writing the session manager and how this will integrate
with the desktop configuration.

More work is being done on experimenting with scripting lan-
guages to define the policy and routing in a flexible and reusable
way.
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ABSTRACT

OMAI is a toolkit for composers wanting to explore the use of
artificial intelligence and machine learning in computer assisted mu-
sic composition. The OMAI library for the OM#CAC-application
implements techniques for data classification, prediction and genera-
tion, in order to integrate these techniques in composition workflows.

Examples are provided using simple musical structures, high-
lighting possible extensions and applications.

A brief description of OM# - a new CAC environment derived
from OpenMusic - is included. OM# is a visual programming lan-
guage dedicated to musical structure generation and processing, avail-
able on Linux, MacOSX and Windows platforms.

1. INTRODUCTION

As soon as computers were conceived, composers entered the labs
and started to explore potentials for computation and representation
in search for new creative options. Computer assisted composition
(CAC) became part of the emerging field of artificial intelligence
(AI) [1].

Artificial intelligence and machine learning are commonly used
in research on computational creativity [2], “autonomous" genera-
tive and/or improvisation systems [3, 4, 5], or real-time performance
monitoring and interaction [6]. However, apart from a few examples
[7, 8], machine learning and AI are rarely explored by composers as
a means for composing music, and current techniques to assist com-
position tasks (e.g. [5]) generally do not operate directly in compo-
sitional workflows and environments.

CAC systems provide explicit computational approaches through
the use of end-user programming languages [9]. OM#[10], derived
from OPENMUSIC, is a recent newcomer amongst the visual pro-
gramming environments for music and sound, allowing users to pro-
cess and generate scores, sounds and many other kinds of musical
structures, handle scheduling, input/output and interaction with ex-
ternal systems, and provide a platform for general programming and
scripting.

This article presents ongoing work exploring the use of AI and
machine learning techniques in the OM# environment. In contrast
to approaches aimed at automatic creation or machine classification
systems, the aim of OMAI is to provide useful techniques to aid in
the composers workflow. The approach is a “composer-centered”
machine learning approach [11] allowing users of CAC systems to
implement experimental cycles including pre-processing, training,
and setting the parameters of machine learning models for data gen-
eration, decision support or solving other generic problems.

The toolkit is designed to be used in a bottom-up workflow, sup-
porting creative tasks where there’s not one correct answer. The goal

∗ This work was supported by IRCAMs Artistic Research Residency Pro-
gram

is to provide pragmatic tools, having an adequate interface for end-
users while retaining an open-ended environment in OM#s graphical
programming environment.

2. OM#

OM# (om-sharp1) is a computer-assisted composition environment
derived from OpenMusic: a visual programming language dedi-
cated to musical structure generation and processing.

Figure 1: OM# — graphical programming

1https://cac-t-u-s.github.io/om-sharp/
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The visual language is based on Common Lisp, and allows to
create programs that are interpreted in this language. Visual pro-
grams are made by assembling and connecting icons representing
Lisp functions and data structures, built-in control structures (e.g.
loops), and other program constructs. The visual language can there-
fore be used for general-purpose programming, and reuse any ex-
isting Common Lisp code. A set of in-built tools and external li-
braries make it a powerful environment for music composition: var-
ious classes implementing musical structures are provided, associ-
ated with graphical editors including common music notation, MIDI,
OSC, 2D/3D curves, and audio buffers.

OM# is available for Linux, macOS and Windows. The first
successful port of OpenMusic to Linux was done in 2013[12], and
since then the development of both OpenMusic and OM# has taken
place on these 3 platforms. This software is free, distributed under
the GPLv3 license.

3. TOOLS AND ALGORITHMS

The OMAI library for OpenMusic provides basic tools from the do-
main, with elementary algorithms to classify vectors in a multidi-
mensional feature space [13].

3.1. Vector Space

A generic data structure called VECTOR-SPACE is used to store vec-
torized data and information necessary to train and run machine learn-
ing and classification models. The structure is simple and generic;
it is initialized with a list of entries (key, value) for a hash-table of
vectors, where keys can be strings or any other unique identifiers for
the different vectors.

Feature-vectors are also stored as hash-tables using descriptor
names as keys. Descriptor names can also be input to the VECTOR-
SPACE initialization for facilitating visualization and query opera-
tions. A graphical interface allows the 2D and 3D visualization of
vectors in the feature space, selecting two or three descriptors as
projection axes (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Simple 2-D vector space visualization.

3.2. Clustering and Classification

Within the VECTOR-SPACE, distance-functions are used to retrieve
information and compute similarity between feature-vectors. These
operations can be applied in various algorithms for automatic clus-
tering and classification.

The k-means algorithm performs “unsupervised” clustering by
grouping feature-vectors around a given number of centroids. This
process can be done in a visual program (see Figure 3) or interac-
tively from within the VECTOR-SPACE graphical interface (as in Fig-
ure 2).

Supervised classification approaches (based on preliminary la-
belling information) are also available. In our generic model, a class
is represented by a unique label and a list of IDs corresponding to
known members of this class (this is typically determined during a
preliminary training stage). Based on this information (which im-
plicitly labels all known class members), it is possible to compare
any unlabelled vector with centroid feature-vectors of the different
classes, or its similarity with an established neighbourhood in the
multidimensional feature space (k-NN). Such comparison allow to
determine a measure of likelihood for this vector belonging to a cer-
tain class.

3.3. Musical Descriptors

An extensible set of descriptor algorithms allowing to extract fea-
tures from objects are included with the system, many of which
are aimed at musical content, pitch attributes, harmonic attributes,
chord sequences, temporal attributes, variability, repeatability at var-
ious levels, degree of recurring figures etc. These features can be
combined freely to constitute the N-dimensional vectors represent-
ing musical data in different OMAI algorithms.

The set of provided feature extractors can easily be extended
using OM#s graphical programming environment or by coding in
Lisp.

An example application could be: given a set of existing or gen-
erated material, extract a feature-vector for each of these using a
selection of features, the system would cluster the input material ac-
cordingly.

For a composer these clusters could represent musical contrasts,
variations, similarities etc. Having the ability to generate new mate-
rial without necessarily knowing or caring exactly how it was gener-
ated, only that it ends up together with other material within a cer-
tain cluster, greatly reduces the amount of time needed to search for
wanted solutions.

4. AI AND CAC, MUSICAL COMPOSITION, ARTISTIC
NEEDS

Algorithms for ML, HMM, kNN, Neural Networks, Viterbi and more
are part of the OMAI project. Tools and editors based on these al-
gorithms are being developed as part of OMAI.

The Machine Learning and Clustering approaches described above
are useful together with other AI algorithms to handle musical data
traditionally worked with in CAC applications. They can also pro-
vide effective handles for more ill-defined, but arguably important
and readily perceivable musical features such as “texture”, “struc-
ture”, “entropy” etc., musical qualities many modern composers use
much time trying to control.

A possibly interesting observation of this project is that often
rather simple versions of more advanced techniques together with an
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Figure 3: An example of clustering applied to a set of input structures. The output of the k-Means algorithm is 4 clusters. One sample from
each cluster is displayed at the bottom

exploratory approach is very useful in the context of creative work.
Stochastic methods are everywhere, and here as well, exact answers
and reproducibility is often not particularly useful as such. In con-
trast: degrees of precision, possibly even errors, new solutions within
certain constraints - can all be potential triggers for cool things to
happen while composing.

Where a researcher most often would make sure to use large
amounts of data to train an HMM or Neural Network, this is not nec-
essarily interesting in our context. Just as Markov generation models
seldom provide interesting results in composition work beyond 2-3
order, an ANN can output interesting results already after 2-10 itera-
tions, and the difference between 2 given iterations are by itself very
useful, e.g. to provide variants, development, embellishment etc.

Miller Puckette is quoted in the preface to "The OM Composer’s
Book"[14], illustrating some of the challenges:

"CGM (Computer Generated Music, ie. Audio) is in
effect building instruments (which were previously made
of wood and the like), but CAC is in effect making the
computer carry out thought processes previously car-
ried out in human brains. Clearly, a piece of wood
is easier to understand than even a small portion of a
human brain. . . . Ultimately, CAC researchers will
have to settle for much less than a full understanding
of even a single musical phenomenon. The best that
can be hoped for is partial solutions to oversimplified
versions of the real problems."

Good AI integrated in CAC tools may help bridge the gap be-
tween the composers mind and the systems they work with.

5. MODELLING, GENERATIVE ALGORITHMS

The OMAI system has been used by the author during recent com-
position work, e.g. to optimize fingering positions while scoring for
guitar, and extracting generative patterns from analysis of input mu-
sical sequences using HMMs (Hidden Markov Models).

While developing the models used in this particular piece, the
resulting scores have been evaluated along the way together with a
professional guitarist to verify their level of ’guitaristicity’.

Figure 4: Tabulature composition, generative algorithms use models
of hands and fingers to suggest possible sets of notes
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6. RESOURCES AND DOWNLOAD

The sources of OMAI are open source, and distributed under the
GPLv3 license, available along with documentation and examples
at:
https://github.com/openmusic-project/OMAI

7. CONCLUSIONS

A project developing AI-based tools and techniques for Computer
assisted composition and creative work, OMAI, is presented. The
tools are part of OM# and the OpenMusic family of CAC environ-
ments.
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ABSTRACT

Notebook interfaces in computing, introduced in the late
1980s, are in active modern use by data science and machine
learning communities. Related to literate computing, note-
books encourage interleaving expository text with data, code,
and figures, making for intuitive presentation of results. Dur-
ing development, they allow for nonlinear or exploratory de-
velopment, and encourage building on prior research. We
consider the application of such notebooks in audio plugin de-
velopment and analysis, providing short example notebooks
covering scenarios in DSP tutorials, white-box testing, black-
box testing, and automation of third-party tools. While not-
ing these workflows have been supported by commercial tools
for decades, we exclusively use a range of FOSS languages
and tools in our samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider the scenario of developing a new phaser effect
plugin for digital audio workstations. This involves tasks such
as researching what a phaser is, learning how it operates, per-
haps exploring the underlying filters we will use, generating
some sound samples from competing products, and then mov-
ing to write and debug our own plugin.

We demonstrate a set of workflows using Jupyter[1] note-
books to explore accomplishing these tasks with notebook in-
terfaces. Many of these workflows will be immediately famil-
iar to researchers fluent in MATLAB, which offers a similar
notebook paradigm, and indeed supports all these use cases
with relevant tools and toolboxes. However, in this work we
concentrate on open-source tools, libraries, and languages,
without loss of generality.

A study of the field of the phaser effect is orthogonal to
this work, since it is only an example. For very brief context,
the effect is accomplished by applying a chain of time-varying
allpass filters with a feed-forward signal path. This results in
a pleasant modulation-class effect commonly used on electric
guitar, electric piano, synthesizers, and more. We provide
sound examples in our first example notebook, and more de-
tail on the history and approaches is available in[2, 3], or in
DAFX[4]1.

Our notebooks during development of this hypothetical
plugin include:

• Python–Shows combining prose and code to generate
an allpass filter, and plotting the filter response.

1Section 2.4.2 in the Second Edition

• Julia[5]–calling C++ instances of an STK[6] biquad
class via a foreign function interface and wrapper li-
brary. This may be considered a “virtual breadboard”
for development; we may edit our native C++ directly
and have it driven with test signals by a higher-level
language.

• Python–loading an arbitrary LADSPA plugin for which
we may or may not have the source, and driving it with
a test signal. This can be used for black-box validation
of our own plugins or studying third-party effects.

• Faust[7] (via Python and the shell)–driving external
tools in the course of implementation of a phaser. Faust
is a very powerful domain-specific time-domain lan-
guage and lets us code up a phaser in a few lines of
code–in fact the standard library includes such modu-
lation effects as primitives! Because the language does
not yet integrate with Jupyter notebooks directly via
a kernel or similar, we demonstrate shelling out to the
Faust tools to have a notebook act as a build automa-
tion or report generation tool

These notebooks have been uploaded as part of this work;
readers may wish to browse them after scanning this pa-
per. However the descriptions in the paper are intended
to stand on their own, and a screenshot of the first note-
book is provided. The direct URL at the time of writing
is https://github.com/tskare/lac2020demo; a redirector has
been set up at at https://bit.ly/2TqcQuG in case this changes
in the future, which is not expected.

We note some source repository browsers have notebook-
viewing facilities for .ipynb and similar formats, which is con-
venient; we use GitHub for this work to demonstrate. In case
the viewer does not support audio widgets, phaserdemo.mp3
is provided as a standalone file for this case.

A side note on machine learning: Machine Learning and
Deep Learning are very popular topics across many domains
of research. Such notebooks are a common workflow in ML
and Data Science; many getting started guides use them. Be-
cause they are so prolific, we intentionally avoid discussing
ML workflows in this work and aim to stay within the digital
audio effect development domain.

Finally, to aid in conveying motivation and use case, a
demonstration video developed for the conference presenta-
tion will be provided/linked with the repository.

1.1. Installation

Readers may follow along by installing the following software:
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Python: likely already installed on your system. We
use Python 3 for this work; noting that Python 2 has been
officially sunset as of January 1, 2020. We would suggest
that if you do not have Python installed already, consult your
system administrator or package manager, as this may affect
your system in a wide manner.

Conda (Optional): This work was developed using Conda,
a package manager that is supported on Linux, MacOS, and
Windows, and allows switching between different environ-
ments for different projects. https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/

Jupyter via conda or pip: https://jupyter.org/install
Julia via Conda, your package manager of choice, or from

their homepage at https://julia-lang.org. The Julia Project
homepage may offer the most up-to-date version; we updated
to 1.3.1 before paper submission.

STK, the Synthesis Toolkit in C++[6]. This is for fol-
lowing along with the second example. A mirror is available
at https://github.com/thestk/stk

Julia’s CxxWrap package via the built-in package man-
ager (press right-bracket, ], in the Julia REPL and enter
“add CxxWrap”). This is for easily wrapping C++ classes.
This is only one of a handful of methods for wrapping or
calling C/C++ code. This seemed to work better than the
built-in libraries when running inside Jupyter, but readers are
encouraged to evaluate the others for their use case.

Faust via some package managers, or the Faust Home-
page at https://faust.grame.fr/.

Next, we present the four use cases.

2. USE CASE: EDUCATION (PYTHON)

In this section we explore a standard use of notebooks, presen-
tation of interleaved prose, code, and results. We note that
this use of notebook interfaces is common in other domains.

Here we explain a simple digital phaser effect. In the
opening paragraphs, we list some commercial phaser effects
from MXR, Electro-Harmonix, and Eventide, and fetch a Cre-
ative Commons image of an MXR Phase 90 pedal from the
web (local filesystem works as well and is better for posterity).

We provide an inline audio example of the phaser, so the
reader may immediately understand what our desired end
result may sound like.

A screenshot of the second half of this notebook is pre-
sented in Figure 1 [after the main paper text and bibliog-
raphy]. Note we interleave explanatory text, an equation,
Python numerics code, and filter response plots.

There, we explain the digital allpass filter that will be
a building block for our implementation. The introduction
links to resources we cite here, to guide readers to deeper
study. LATEX-style equations are rendered in the Markdown
prose via MathJax.

Finally, we use SciPy’s freqz implementation to obtain
the frequency and phase response of the first-order digital
allpass filter. We leverage the example code from the freqz
documentation to plot the frequency and phase responses in-
line in the notebook.

Readers who wish to dive deeper may download the note-
book and experiment. For instance, they may wish to alter
the allpass parameters gi, or extend the notebook from an in-
troductory level to a deep-dive level by adding text discussing
virtual analog considerations.

While again we emphasize this exploration is a standard
use of data science notebooks, rather than a novel work, we
call out the benefits of interleaving product images, under-
lying equations, study of the building blocks, implementa-
tion, and sound example in a single browser window. Be-
yond display in a browser, JupyterLab also allows export-
ing notebooks with code, data, results, and commentary all
“baked in” to slide-style presentations, HTML, lecture-note-
style PDFs, or LATEXwhich could be integrated directly into
an academic paper.

Tools also exist to host live versions of the notebook, or
have multiple researchers working in the same session; these
are outside the scope of this paper.

3. USE CASE: WHITE-BOX PRODUCTION C++
ANALYSIS (JULIA)

Next, we consider the case of using notebooks to provide a
“report” on production C++ code.

A variety of workflows for plugin development exist. Anec-
dotally, we hear it is common to prototype in a high-level
language such as MATLAB before porting algorithms to op-
timized code, usually in C++. In recent years, Mathworks
has even introduced compilation direct to plugins to facilitate
prototyping and experimentation directly in DAWs.

In this section we propose use of notebooks to call C++
code in development. The hypothetical code under test is
considered “white box;” that is, in this section our imaginary
company has developed both the notebook and the plugin
code. We may be porting C++ from a Matlab prototype, and
wish to make sure inputs and outputs match, or we may be
building our plugin from scratch and would benefit from a test
bench that drives the plugin and obtains various plots, inputs,
and outputs for analysis, or sharing with our development
team.

The Julia language is used without loss of generality; we
note that in the next section we will call C++ from Python
for a different application. While outside the scope of this
paper, interested readers might consider the cffi module (C
Foreign Function interface) in Julia, or CPython extension
capabilities. Finally, C++ interpreter kernels exist for note-
book computing and we could write our plugin code directly
in the notebook.

Development of this notebook is fairly straightforward.
We imagine a use case is that we are debugging the Biquad fil-
ter present in the Synthesis Toolkit (STK)–this may be found
in src/BiQuad.cpp in the STK repository. Julia supports
multiple ways of calling C/C++ code, including a built-in
ccall2, designed to be a low-overhead, no-glue method of
calling C and Fortran numerics libraries. Other methods such
as Cxx and CxxWrap packages may be added from the built-
in package manager. We use the latter, CxxWrap, currently
available via GitHub3, and installable via the built-in package
manager as discussed in Section1.1.

2https://docs.julialang.org/en/v1/manual/calling-c-and-
fortran-code/

3https://github.com/JuliaInterop/CxxWrap.jl
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3.1. C++ Work Required: Wrapping the Class

The CxxWrap approach requires some prep work outside of
the notebook, but this is straightforward. We write some
standardized glue code then use CMake to build a .so shared
library.

We must define a function to expose our method as a Julia
module. This is as follows; not all methods are included for
brevity.

#include "jlcxx/jlcxx.hpp"
JLCXX_MODULE define_module_biquad(

jlcxx::Module& mod)
{

mod.add_type <stk::BiQuad >("STKBiQuad")
.constructor <>()
.method("setCoefficients", &stk::BiQuad::

setCoefficients)
.method("sampleRateChanged", &stk::BiQuad

::sampleRateChanged)
.method("setB0", &stk::BiQuad::setB0)
.method("setB1", &stk::BiQuad::setB1)
.method("setB2", &stk::BiQuad::setB2)
.method("setA1", &stk::BiQuad::setA1)
.method("setA2", &stk::BiQuad::setA2)
.method("tickOne",&stk::BiQuad::tickOne);

}

Whereas most functions like setCoefficients are native STK
functions, tickOne was added to work around specifying an
overloaded function in the call to add_type. STK’s tick has
several variants and this was currently the easiest way we
found to disambiguate between them. Also, this way we do
not depend on familiarity with the StkFrames class and only
deal with primitive types in the notebook. We provide our
modified source in BiQuadJulia.cpp and associated CMake
file; the only other addition for the sake of completion is a
tickOne implementation. A minimal one:

float BiQuad::tickOne(float in) {
StkFrames frames(1, 1);
frames[0] = in;
StkFrames framesout = tick(frames);
return framesout[0];

}

On the module side, loading the library begins with the min-
imal:

module STKBiquad
using CxxWrap
@wrapmodule("/home/$USER/src/third_party/

stk/src/lib/libbiquadtestlib", :
define_module_biquad)

function __init__()
@initcxx

end
end

Now we may drive and plot our C++ function in Julia.
Next, we explore loading shared libraries from another

language, Python:

4. USE CASE: BLACK-BOX BINARY PLUGIN
ANALYSIS (PYTHON)

We may wish to drive and analyze a plugin on a “virtual lab
bench.” Perhaps we wish to black-box test our build artifacts
to validate with a test suite, or perhaps we wish to script an
analysis of which third-party saturation plugins alias when
running at 44.1kHz, for example.

In this section we load and drive a simple LADSPA plugin.
A simple v1 plugin is launched directly as a standard library;
we note a complete production workflow would instantiate
and call LV2 plugins through the Liiv library. We note the
existence of Python-LADSPA projects on GitHub; we did not
evaluate these so that our notebook requires no dependencies
beyond the built-in ctypes.

Here, we enumerate available LADSPA plugins from the
commandline (via the listplugins program included with
the SDK) and then in our notebook, use the ctypes module to
load any of those plugins. We declare the LADSPA interface
to ctypes in terms of relevant structures and functions, then
may load the library and create a plugin in memory. LADSPA
is fairly unique in that the plugin libraries expose only one
function, which retrieves a reference to the Nth plugin in
the library. The reference structure in turn contains function
pointers which allow connecting control and sound buffers,
reading metadata, and processing audio data.

Because a LADSPA wrapper may be more immediately
useful than our notebooks, we include the wrapper code di-
rectly in Listing 1. Users may load and call into a plugin with
Python code such as:
plugHandle = 0
# Load the second plugin in a shared library.
plugPtr = loadPlugin(

'/myhome/dev/testplugin.so', 1)
plugInst = plugPtr[0] # dereference pointer
print("Plugin: %s by: %s, (c) %s" % (

plugInst.Name,
plugInst.Maker ,
plugInst.Copyright))

print('ports:')
for i in range(plugInst.PortCount):

print("%s - %s" % (
plugInst.PortNames[i],
plugInst.PortDescriptors[i]))

As we provided type information to ctypes, runtime type
checking is performed. LADSPA typedefs were included in
the wrapper to help avoid type confusion and increase read-
ability.

5. USE CASE: CALLING EXTERNAL TOOLS
(FAUST)

A final, fourth notebook considers the case where we would
like to use the exploratory, cross-media notebook paradigm
but have existing tools and do not want to use C foreign
function tools or write a new notebook kernel.

As a concrete case, consider that we wish to report on the
architecture and results of a Faust plugin in development.

We do note the existence of faust_python4 from 2015
4https://github.com/marcecj/faust_python
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and a wrapper for Julia widgets that leverages this, currently
in development over the last months5.

Development of this notebook is perhaps the most straight-
forward. A notebook cell that begins with the exclamation
point operator will execute that command in the shell.

!echo hi world

will output “hi world”, for example. We can use this func-
tionality to display a .dsp file in development, call faust to
compile it, invoke faust2svg to generate the system diagram,
and display that artifact with IPython’s native SVG render-
ing support in the notebook.

This may be seen as build automation, though extending
things a bit further, it could be used to combine algorithm de-
scriptions, relevant Faust code, plots of system response, and
generated audio demos. There are opportunities for signifi-
cant further work here, as described in the next section. On
its own, this style of notebook can demonstrate that processes
spanning multiple tools may be combined and automated in
place of a Makefile or script. We can glue together exist-
ing workflows quickly, and spend more time on exploration
and development of our hypothetical plugin–a common goal
among all these processes.

6. FURTHER WORK

The “virtual test bench” that runs LADSPA plugins would
ideally be extended to use LV2 and/or VST, as development
has moved to those platforms for Linux (for MacOS, Au-
dioUnit is worth considering).

There are many opportunities for extending the Faust
notebook. As mentioned, there are some open-source libraries
in the field for loading plugins or wrapping Faust’s compila-
tion functionality with the Python foreign function interface.
This could be investigated, toward having the full Faust de-
velopment workflow available to a notebook. We could also
call the excellent Faust web-based tools and compiler as an
API, or have those system-local, to be able to develop, build,
and test actual plugin binaries within one notebook. Espe-
cially once inline coding opportunities are added, this could
be the framework for a set of interactive articles on introduc-
tory effects plugin signal processing.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We suggested the use of notebook workflows, popular in data
science and machine learning communities, for subtasks in-
volved in plugin development. Both Python and Julia were
used at different times, and we shelled out to Faust to demon-
strate driving tools not yet integrated in the notebook ecosys-
tem. Markdown provides prose and equation support for all
notebooks.

As a secondary tangible result, we provide generic wrap-
per code for loading LADSPA v1 plugins in Python.
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Figure 1: A screen capture of the second half of Notebook 1, described in Sec. 2
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import ctypes

# Declare interfaces to the structures and functions we'll call.

# typedefs and constants
LADSPA_Data = ctypes.c_float
LADSPA_Properties = ctypes.c_int
LADSPA_Handle = ctypes.c_void_p

LADSPA_PortDescriptor = ctypes.c_int
kLADSPA_PORT_INPUT = 0x1
kLADSPA_PORT_OUTPUT = 0x2

LADSPA_PortRangeHintDescriptor = ctypes.c_int;
# hint constants omitted so this fits on one page; please reference the .h file.

class LADSPA_PortRangeHint(ctypes.Structure):
pass

LADSPA_PortRangeHint._fields = [
("HintDescriptor", LADSPA_PortRangeHintDescriptor),
("LowerBound", LADSPA_Data),
("UpperBound", LADSPA_Data)

]

class LADSPA_Descriptor(ctypes.Structure):
pass

LADSPA_Descriptor._fields_= [
("UniqueID", ctypes.c_long),
("Label", ctypes.c_char_p),
("Properties", LADSPA_Properties),
("Name", ctypes.c_char_p),
("Maker", ctypes.c_char_p),
("Copyright", ctypes.c_char_p),
("PortCount", ctypes.c_ulong),
("PortDescriptors", ctypes.POINTER(LADSPA_PortDescriptor)),
("PortNames", ctypes.POINTER(ctypes.c_char_p)),
("PortRangeHints", ctypes.POINTER(LADSPA_PortRangeHint)),
("ImplementationData", ctypes.c_void_p),

# Interface is via function pointers in the struct.
("instantiate", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(LADSPA_Handle , ctypes.POINTER(LADSPA_Descriptor),

ctypes.c_ulong)),
("connect_port", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle , ctypes.c_ulong)),
("activate", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle)),
("run", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle)),
("run_adding", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle , ctypes.c_ulong)),
("run_adding_gain", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle , LADSPA_Data)),
("deactivate", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle)),
("cleanup", ctypes.CFUNCTYPE(ctypes.c_int , LADSPA_Handle))

]

# The actual library has only one function.
# The argument , |index|, can choose one of N plugins in the library.
# Indices beyond that range are NULL.
def loadPlugin(name = '/usr/lib/ladspa/delay.so', index=0):

plugin = ctypes.CDLL(name)
plugin.ladspa_descriptor.argtypes = [ctypes.c_ulong]
plugin.ladspa_descriptor.restype = ctypes.POINTER(LADSPA_Descriptor)
return plugin.ladspa_descriptor(index)

Listing 1: Code to define the LADSPA interface in Python via ctypes.
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes faust-mcp, a Pd abstraction which inter-
faces Faust to control surfaces utilizing the Mackie Control
Protocol (MCP). It builds on the author’s Pd-Faust software
which enables you to run dsp programs (such as synthesizers
and effects) written in Grame’s Faust programming language
inside Pd. The add-on can be used to control Faust dsps in Pd
using MCP-compatible controller hardware and software.

1. INTRODUCTION

Grame’s Faust is a functional programming language which
greatly facilitates the programming of audio processing and
instrument plugins [1]. Faust programs can be compiled to
native code for an abundance of different signal processing en-
vironments and plugin standards. Pd-Faust is a plugin which
allows Faust programs to run in Miller Puckette’s graphical
real-time patching software Pd1. It offers dynamic loading
(and reloading) of Faust modules, MIDI2 and OSC3 control
and sequencing, as well as automatic GUI generation (in the
form of graph-on-parent subpatches), cf. [2].

Faust dsps typically offer a number of different controls
for various parameters, such as the cutoff frequency and reso-
nance of a filter, oscillator and envelope parameters of a syn-
thesizer, etc. These are represented in a Faust program by
means of so-called UI (user interface) elements, cf. [3]. While
Pd-Faust lets you generate Pd GUIs for all UI elements of a
Faust dsp in an automatic fashion, it is often desirable to con-
trol such parameters by means of some external, physical con-
trol surface instead. To these ends, Faust lets you map MIDI
messages to each UI element by corresponding meta-data in
the UI element specifications. For instance:

res = hslider("res [midi:ctrl 20]", 3, 0, 20, 0.1);
cutoff = hslider("cutoff [midi:ctrl 21]",

6, 1, 20, 0.1);

The controller mappings are in the square brackets follow-
ing the control names. The midi:ctrl tag specifies the kind
of MIDI message to be received by the program, in this exam-
ple CC20 for the resonance and CC21 for the cutoff control, re-
spectively. These input values can then be used in the Faust
definition of the dsp as needed, e.g., for computing the re-
quired filter coefficients. UI elements for output (so-called bar-
graphs) are available as well, and all of these can be mapped
to different kinds of MIDI messages (pd-faust only supports
MIDI CC bindings at this time, however).

1http://puredata.info/
2http://midi.teragonaudio.com/
3http://opensoundcontrol.org/

So Faust dsps can already be controlled by plain old MIDI
controllers with a few knobs or faders quite easily, by just
adding a small amount of meta-data to the Faust program.
However, this method quickly becomes unwieldy when using
a lot of different Faust programs in the same patch, since most
MIDI fader boxes won’t easily accommodate a large amount
of parameters, and remapping the controls is often a tedious
task. Thus some form of automatic mapping of the controls
is needed, and you also want to be able to quickly switch be-
tween different banks of controls.

As luck would have it, this kind of functionality is readily
provided by so-called DAW (digital audio workstation) con-
trollers, and there is an established MIDI-based protocol for
these, the Mackie Control Protocol (MCP). This is what faust-
mcp uses to interface pd-faust to compatible controllers. In
the paper, we give a quick introduction to MCP, discuss how
the faust-mcp package utilizes it, illustrate faust-mcp’s usage
with an example, and finally discuss some future work to fur-
ther improve the interface.

2. MACKIE CONTROL

DAW controllers were invented to ease the operation of digital
audio workstation (DAW) software [4]. They often resemble a
mixer control surface, which seems sensible because mixing is
a big part of what a DAW program does, and most musicians
and studio engineers will be well familiar with that kind of
interface.

Thus DAW controllers typically have a number of faders
and knobs used to input track parameters such as volume,
panning, sends, etc., along with buttons for playback control
and various other functions. On the output side, they may
also provide useful feedback through motor faders indicating
the current values, LED strips showing meter values in real-
time, a timecode display, and “scribble strips” (little LCD dis-
plays) to denote track and parameter information. The knobs
and faders are typically organized into banks of 8 which can
be switched at the push of a button to accommodate a large
number of different parameters (which is why you need the
scribble strips to figure out which tracks and parameters are
actually represented on the control surface at any one time).

The first DAW controller was produced by the mixer man-
ufacturer Mackie for Logic by emagic, and was subsequently
modified to support a number of other DAW programs, see
Fig. 1 [5]. The Mackie Control also set the de facto standard
MIDI protocol for this kind of gear, although there are some al-
ternatives, most notably the HUI protocol developed for Digi-
design’s Pro Tools.

Nowadays, DAW controllers can take many shapes and
forms, ranging from tiny gadgets just providing playback con-
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Figure 1: Mackie Control [5].

trols, keyboard controllers with added knobs and faders, and
even foot controllers with switches and expression pedals, to
full-blown mixer-like control surfaces. Most of these speak the
Mackie Control Protocol (MCP), which is also supported by
most DAW programs these days. Some prominent examples
of these are the Mackie Control Universal, the Icon Platform
M, Behringer’s X-Touch series, as well as the Presonus Fader-
port controllers. There are also software implementations on
mobile platforms, such as humatic’s TouchDAW4, which em-
ulates a full Mackie-compatible DAW controller on Android
devices, and can be connected to PCs either via USB or LAN
(using RTP-MIDI or ipMIDI in the latter case); see Fig. 2.

MCP is in fact just a subset of MIDI, so it can be transmit-
ted over any kind of MIDI connection, but it uses MIDI in its
own, somewhat idiosyncratic way. Here is a brief summary of
the most important features relevant for our purpose:5

• The knobs are usually rotary encoders which transmit
relative changes in sign-bit encoding (thus, e.g., the CC
values 1 and 65 denote an incremental change by +1 and
-1, respectively). This includes pan (mapped to CC16
to CC23), and often there’s also a big jog wheel (CC60)
used to change the position of the playback cursor on
the timeline.

• The faders emit pitch bend messages on the first eight
MIDI channels (rather than MIDI CC) to take advantage
of the 14 bit resolution these messages provide.

• The buttons used to control playback and other func-
tions emit note messages such as note 94 and 93 for
transport control start and stop. Thus MCP always needs
a separate MIDI connection to the DAW where only MCP

4https://www.humatic.de/htools/touchdaw/
5Although MCP is widely used, there doesn’t seem to be an offi-

cial specification of the protocol anywhere on the internet. However,
a fairly comprehensive overview of the protocol (albeit without the
feedback messages) can be found at http://www.jjlee.com/qlab/
MackieControlMIDIMap.pdf.

Figure 2: TouchDAW running on Android.

data is transmitted, lest you risk the knobs being pushed
triggering actual notes in some synthesizer plugin.

• MCP controllers also receive data to properly set the cur-
rent values of encoders and faders. In addition, on the
back connection, channel pressure (monophonic after-
touch) messages are employed to denote meter values,
MIDI CCs 66 to 73 represent the timecode display, and
sysex messages encode the contents of the scribble strips.

It is also worth noting here that while the encoders, faders,
and transport controls should work the same with any DAW,
the other (button) controls are much less standardized and
may vary a lot in function depending on the DAW program
that you use. Therefore many Mackie-compatible controllers
ship with overlays for popular DAWs. Likewise, TouchDAW
lets you configure the target DAW and changes some of its
button layout and labeling accordingly.

3. THE FAUST-MCP PACKAGE

faust-mcp is distributed as open-source software on Github.6
The package contains a Pd abstraction mcp.pd, along with
some helper abstractions and externals, and a few examples.
To use it, you’ll obviously need Pd to run the patches, an in-
stallation of Grame’s Faust compiler (and gcc) to compile your

6https://github.com/agraef/faust-mcp
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Faust programs, and an MCP-compatible controller. We have
tested the package with the Behringer X-Touch controllers (in-
cluding the X-Touch One and Mini), the Studiologic Mixface,
the Korg nanoKontrol2, and humatic’s TouchDAW, but any
MCP-compatible controller should work according to the ca-
pabilities it offers.

faust-mcp is built on top of pd-faust, and the accompa-
nying externals are written in the author’s Pure programming
language [6], so both pd-faust and pd-pure need to be installed
and enabled in Pd. Sources and binary packages for all of
these can be found on the Pure website, which also provides
detailed installation instructions.7

4. HOW IT WORKS

Basically, faust-mcp is a specialized MIDI mapper which trans-
lates MCP to standard MIDI control change (CC) messages
and vice versa. Apart from the requisite MIDI bindings in the
Faust programs, no manual setup is required; once the patch
has been loaded, the mcp.pd abstraction keeps track of all the
MIDI controls in all Faust dsps and configures itself accord-
ingly in a fully automatic fashion. Note that in the current
implementation, only controls with MIDI bindings will show
on the MCP surface.

The faders and encoders of the MCP device are linked to
the MIDI controls of your Faust dsps, so moving them changes
the controls of the dsp accordingly. Conversely, changing the
controls in the Pd GUI sets the controls of the device (if it sup-
ports feedback). In faust-mcp, the faders and encoders in each
strip can be used interchangeably (and will move in lockstep
if the device supports feedback), to accommodate any kind of
MCP device which has any faders or encoders at all. Passive
Faust controls (bargraph elements which output control val-
ues rather than reading them) are also supported and will be
displayed using the meter strips of the MCP device if it has
those (for instance, you can see these in the left and right
strips of the fx3 unit in Fig. 2).

The controls are organized into banks of eight faders and
encoders. The abstraction provides as many banks as needed
to represent all MIDI controls of all Faust dsps, ordering the
controls by increasing MIDI CC numbers. The usual bank and
channel controls on the MCP device can be used to switch be-
tween different banks as needed, so that all controls with MIDI
bindings become accessible.

Scribble strips are also supported (as can be seen at the top
of Fig. 2); they will show the name of the Faust units and con-
trols assigned to each fader and encoder, or display the corre-
sponding parameter values. Also, if you’re using the included
midiosc.pd abstraction, the transport keys of the device can be
used to control playback. There are a number of other useful
features like these, which will be described in Section 6.

The faust-mcp package contains a few examples which can
be run straight from the source directory. The sources also in-
clude a small collection of sample Faust instruments and ef-
fects in the dsp subdirectory. Before running any of the ex-
amples, you’ll have to compile these with the Faust compiler.

7See https://agraef.github.io/pure-lang/. Binary packages
for Arch, Debian, and Ubuntu can be found on the Open Build Ser-
vice, please check the “Pure on Arch” and “Pure on Debian/Ubuntu”
wiki links on the website.

Figure 3: Pd patch running faust-mcp.

A Makefile is included, so you can just type make in the dsp
folder to do this. The provided examples have all been set up
so that the MCP device is expected to be connected to Pd’s sec-
ond MIDI port, so you’ll have to configure your Pd MIDI con-
nections accordingly. The included README file describes
this in more detail.

Of course, you can also use the abstraction in your own
patches. To do this, it’s enough to copy the mcp folder to the
directory containing your patch and Faust modules, or to any
folder on Pd’s library search path. To insert an instance of the
abstraction into your patch, create an object (Ctrl+1) and type
mcp followed by the MIDI port number to which the MCP de-
vice is connected.8 Then connect the abstraction’s single outlet
to whatever faust~ objects you wish to control, or just send it
to the faustdsp receiver which is read by all Faust modules
present in the patch. In either case, MIDI CC data emitted by
the abstraction is encoded in the author’s SMMF Pd message
format9, which is also the format used by pd-faust to encode
all MIDI messages.

For instance, mcp 2 connects to the device on Pd’s second
MIDI port. In principle any of Pd’s MIDI ports can be used
there (port 1 being the default). But as we already mentioned,
MCP uses note and control data in its own peculiar way, thus
you should make sure that live MIDI input to the Faust dsps
is kept separate from the MCP data.

5. EXAMPLE

Fig. 3 shows the synth2.pd example from the faust-mcp pack-
age; please also revisit Fig. 2 to see how the same patch looks
on the MCP device (TouchDAW in this case). In both figures
the third (and last) bank of controls is shown. This example il-
lustrates all the various elements: several faust~ objects along

8Note that only a single instance of the mcp patch is needed for any
running Pd instance, not one per toplevel patch!

9https://bitbucket.org/agraef/pd-smmf
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Figure 4: mcp abstraction closeup.

with their Pd GUIs, the midiosc abstraction which can be used
to play back a MIDI file and record automation data, and the
mcp abstraction itself. Note that faust-mcp ships with a special
version of the midiosc abstraction which has been modified so
that the MCP transport controls can be used with it.

Let’s have a closer look at the mcp abstraction in the exam-
ple (cf. Fig. 4). It shows a mirror of the scribble strips, as they
will render on the MCP device, as well as a few buttons and
toggles in the top row. All these functions are also available
using corresponding controls on the MCP device, as described
below; in the following list we give the equivalent MCP func-
tions in parentheses.

• The first two bang controls, labeled < and >, switch to
the previous and next bank of eight faders, respectively.
(MCP: bank left/right keys)

• The value toggle, when engaged, shows the current val-
ues of the controls in the top row of the scribble strips.
(MCP: touch a fader, or push an encoder)

• The dspname toggle switches the scribble strips between
showing the instance and the dsp name of the Faust
unit. (MCP: F1 key)

• The encoder toggle switches between two alternative
display styles (fan and pan) for the encoder LED rings.
Fan style (the default) shows an arc from 0 to the current
value, while pan style shows just a single tick between
min and max markers. (MCP: F2 key)

• The bang control on the right resets the internal state of
the abstraction and re-displays the scribble strips. (MCP:
F3 key)

Note that the controls in the abstraction are not meant to
replace a real MCP device; they merely provide you with the
most essential functions in case your MCP device lacks some
of these controls. Also, the facsimile of the scribble strips will
be helpful if your device has no display.

In the following section, we discuss the meaning of all
available MCP controls in some detail.

6. CONTROLS

The primary purpose of the mcp abstraction is to take con-
troller input from the mixer strips (faders and encoders) of
your device and map them to the corresponding MIDI con-
trol changes of the Faust units in your patch. It also does
the reverse translation, providing feedback to the MCP device
(moving motor faders or lighting up LEDs if your device has
any of those) if you change the Faust controls in the patch. In
addition, the abstraction offers various other useful functions,
mostly accessible through special keys on the MCP device:

• Bank changes: As already mentioned, the controls are
organized into banks of size eight (which matches the
number of strips on most MCP devices). The bank left
and right buttons can be used to switch between these,
so that all Faust controls become accessible. The chan-
nel left and right buttons, if available, move through the
controls one strip at a time; this is useful, in particular,
with single-strip devices like the X-Touch One.

• Scribble strips: Instance/dsp and control names are
shown in the scribble strips of the device (if available),
and touching the faders or pushing the encoders toggles
the value display in the top line of each scribble strip.

• Special dsp controls: Each Faust dsp has three special
controls, which correspond to the buttons in the upper
right corner of the generated Pd GUI (cf. Fig. 3): record
(a toggle which arms the unit for recording of OSC au-
tomation data when used with the midiosc abstraction),
reset (a bang control which resets all controls to their
initial values), and active (a toggle which turns the unit
on or off). With the mcp abstraction these are assigned
to the record, solo/select and mute buttons of the de-
vice, respectively. The rec and mute buttons also pro-
vide feedback, i.e., the buttons light up when the option
is engaged. In the case of mute this actually means that
the unit is deactivated, so the corresponding GUI toggle
is off. Pressing the select or solo button simply resets all
controls of the dsp to their initial values, without light-
ing any buttons.
Note that the special dsp controls always apply to the
dsp as a whole, so pressing the button on any strip cur-
rently assigned to a given dsp will change the mute or
record status of all the other buttons currently assigned
to the same dsp.

• Display options: The following options are assigned
to some of the function keys of the MCP device: F1
switches the scribble strips between instance and dsp
name of the Faust units; F2 switches the encoder style
between fan and pan, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion; and F3 tells the abstraction to update its internal
state and re-display the scribble strips (which can be
used to force an update of the display, e.g., after edit-
ing and reloading Faust units).

• Playback and transport: When used with the included
(modified) version of the pd-faust midiosc player, the
transport controls will work as follows: the rewind key
moves the playhead to the beginning of the MIDI file,
fast forward moves it to the end; stop stops, and play
toggles playback; record toggles the player’s OSC au-
tomation recording; cycle toggles the player’s loop func-
tion; and the big jog wheel and the cursor left/right
keys move the playhead in smaller and larger steps, re-
spectively. In addition, the function keys F4, F5 and F6
are assigned to some special OSC recording functions
(save: save the currently recorded automation data to a
text file; abort: delete the automation data of the cur-
rent take; and clear: delete the entire automation se-
quence). Please check the pd-faust documentation for
more details on how these operations are used.10

10https://agraef.github.io/pure-docs/pd-faust.html
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• Timecode: When used with the midiosc player, the time-
code display shows the time (in h/m/s/tenths of sec-
onds) of the current playhead position.

Obviously, some of these functions may or may not be
available depending on the MCP device that you have. The
Mackie, Faderport 8 and X-Touch devices should enable all
features, but some lesser MCP devices may not offer transport
or function keys, push encoders, fader touch detection, scrib-
ble strips, or a timecode display.

Finally, let us mention in passing that even if your MIDI
controller does not have built-in MCP support, chances are
that if it has enough faders, knobs and buttons, you can make
it work as an MCP-compatible device using the author’s midi-
zap program [7]. For instance, faust-mcp works just fine with
the Akai APCmini, or even the Harley Benton MP-100 foot
controller, using the corresponding MCP emulations included
in the midizap distribution.

7. FUTURE WORK

While faust-mcp is perfectly usable already, we still consider
it work in progress. Here are some things we may want to
address in future versions:

• The most notable limitation right now is that faust-mcp
only covers dsp controls which already have MIDI bind-
ings. This simplifies the implementation a lot. How-
ever, another option would be to go through pd-faust’s
OSC layer instead. This would allow arbitrary controls
to be mapped, without having to configure MIDI bind-
ings beforehand.

• It would be nice to offer more layout options (i.e., how
“pages” for different Faust units are organized, and how
the controls are ordered).

• Currently controls mapped to the same MIDI CC in dif-
ferent Faust units will be mapped to the same MCP con-
trol. This is an outright bug and will hopefully be fixed
by the time you read this.

• faust-mcp is currently hard-wired to use 8-fader banks,
which is what most dedicated DAW controllers offer.
But there are devices with smaller and larger bank sizes
(as well as extender units which can be added to exist-
ing DAW controllers), so it makes sense to provide alter-
native versions of the mcp abstraction to accommodate
all common sizes.

• For DAW controllers without motorized faders, the cur-
rent fader positions will often be way off from the ac-
tual Faust control values, especially after bank switches.
The usual way to deal with this is a “pickup” (a.k.a.
“takeover”) mode which makes sure that controls start
moving only when the fader “picks up” the actual value.
Obviously, it would be nice to have this in faust-mcp as
well, at least as an option.11

11As a remedy for the time being, if your controller doesn’t have
motor faders, then it may be safer to just use the encoders of your de-
vice instead, because these always emit changes relative to the current
control value.

• There should be some form of musical timecode dis-
play. Currently only physical time in h/m/s/tenths is
shown. This is due to limitations in the current pd-faust
implementation which doesn’t report musical time.
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ABSTRACT
Sampling drum kits well is a difficult and challenging task. Espe-
cially, building a drum kit sample bank with different velocity layers
requires producing samples of very similar loudness, as changing the
gain of a sample after recording makes it sound less natural. An ap-
proach that avoids this issue is to not categorize the samples in fixed
groups but to simply calculate their loudness and then dynamically
choose a sample, when a sample corresponding to, e.g., a specific
MIDI velocity is requested. We present a first investigation of al-
gorithms performing this selection. We implemented the seemingly
best candidate in DrumGizmo – a free software drum plugin – and
we do experiments on how our suggested algorithm performs on the
sampled drum kits.

1. INTRODUCTION

When creating virtual instruments that correspond to a certain ana-
log instrument, we naturally always aim at making them sound as
realistic as possible. There are at least two ways to achieve this.
First, we can use physical simulations like the famous Pianoteq vir-
tual instrument [1] does or, second, we can use real samples from
the instrument as, e.g., most drum plugins do. In this article we fo-
cus on the second approach. When using this approach, a question
that naturally comes to mind is how to use the sample data to get the
most realistic sound. There are two orthogonal directions to tackle
this problem. First, when getting the input of a programmed drum
(e.g., as MIDI), we want to humanize it such that the MIDI velocities
are according to how a real drummer would play this piece. Second,
after applying such a humanization, we get to a lower-level problem
which is that of choosing the right sample from our limited data set.
Again, we focus on the second point in this article.

The arguable standard for choosing samples is the famous Round
Robin algorithm. This algorithm groups samples of similar loudness
together and then selects them in a circular manner (first sample,
second sample, . . . , last sample, first sample, . . . ). While this is the
standard, it has significant drawbacks. First, it requires a somewhat
arbitrary grouping of velocities. This in turn might lead to so called
“staircase effects” when playing sweeps from quiet to loud notes.
This is often resolved by scaling the loudness of the sample to the
corresponding MIDI velocity. However, this decouples the sample
loudness from the actual strength of the hit, again potentially leading
to a less natural sound as this leads to inconsistencies between the
different played samples.

In this work, we introduce a new sample selection algorithm that
is not based on grouping of the samples, but instead works purely on
the given loudness of the samples. Additionally, it does not adjust
the gain of single samples. The goal of this algorithm is to choose
the best possible sample, according to the requested MIDI velocity
after humanization. This means, we want to choose a sample which
is as close as possible. However, if we always just choose the closest

sample we run into two issues. First, this creates artifacts (as shown
later in this article), and second, it leads to a robotic sound when we
play the same sample(s) over and over. Thus, we additionally have
to make sure to choose a reasonably diverse set of samples from
our sample data set. Finally, to avoid further artifacts in the form
of patterns, we additionally want randomization to help us breaking
these patterns.

1.1. Our Contribution

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first academic article that
deals with the issue of selecting best samples from a set of samples
with “continuous power values”. To this end, we first identify im-
portant aspects that sampling algorithms in this setting have to ful-
fill. After we formulate these requirements and formalize them to
some degree, we present our resulting algorithm, which is based on
the computation of a multi-criteria objective function. Consequently,
we give an overview over an implementation of this approach and
then conduct experiments to evaluate the actual quality. As reference
implementation, we use the old sample selection method of Drum-
Gizmo [2] – an open source drum machine.

1.2. Related Work

Regarding related work, we consider the previous sample selection
methods used by DrumGizmo. DrumGizmo is an open source, cross-
platform, drum sample engine and audio plugin aiming to give an
output that is as close to a real drummer as possible.

In DrumGizmo, the engine gets a value l ∈ [0, 1] which must
then be used for deciding how the output should be produced. Some
engines use this value as a gain factor but in the case of DrumGizmo
it is used for sample selection only. The early versions used a sam-
ple selection algorithm based on velocity groups, akin to the one
used by the sfz format [3], in which each group spans a specified ve-
locity range and the sample selection is made by selecting one of the
samples contained in the group corresponding to the input velocity
uniformly at random. See Figure 1 for the flow diagram.

This algorithm did not give good results on small sample sets,
so later an improved algorithm was introduced which was instead
based on normal distributed random numbers and with power values
for each sample in the set. A prerequisite for this new algorithm is
that the power of each sample is stored along with the sample data
of each sample. The power values of a drum kit are floating point
numbers without any restrictions but assumed to be positive. Then
the input value l is mapped using the canonical bijection between
[0, 1] and [pmin, pmax]. We call this new value p.

Now we describe the aforementioned improved sample selection
algorithm. We select a value p′ drawn from the normal distribution
N (µ = p′, σ2), where the mean value µ is set to the input value l
and the standard deviation σ is a parameter controlled by the user
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input note [0, 1] group selector
group

uniform sampling sample

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the first sampling algorithm of Drum-
Gizmo.

input note [0, 1] Gaussian sampling
power

select nearest sample sample

mean

stddev

if sample is equal to last one and
number of tries not exceeded

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the second sampling algorithm of Drum-
Gizmo.

expressed in fractions of the size and span of the sample set. Now
we simply find the sample s with the power q which is closest to p′.
In case s is equal to the last sample that we played, we repeat this
process, otherwise we return s. If we did not find another sample
than the last played after 4 iterations, we just return the last played
sample, see Figure 2 for the flow diagram.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Drum samples are cut from recordings of drums with multiple micro-
phones. Each hit on a drum must be distinguishable from the others
and can therefore not overlap in time. Due to the multiple micro-
phones used for the recording, each sample spans multiple channels.
Additionally, due to the speed of sound in air and the distance of each
drum from each of the microphones used, the initial sample position
in each of the channels will not be at the same place – the channel
which is the closest to the sound source of a particular instrument is
the main channel of that instrument, see Figure 3.

A sample has a stroke power that is the physical power used
by the drummer when making that particular hit. Since this is not
something that can be easily measured, each sample power is instead
calculated as the power of the signal in an initial attack period of the

sample offset sample end

Main channel:

Secondary channel 1:

Secondary channel 2:

Figure 3: Sketch of the original signals of a sample recorded with
multiple microphones.

audio of the main channel:

power(s, n) =
n∑

i=0

s[i]2,

where n is defined on a per instrument basis and will vary from in-
strument to instrument, and s[i] is the ith audio sample of the main
channel.

Since the powers are simply sums of squares, they can be used
for comparing one sample to another and ultimately for mapping a
MIDI velocity to a matching sample.

2.1. Setting

We now describe the setting in which we want to choose the samples.
We are given:

• a drum kit consisting of a set of instruments I

• for each instrument i ∈ I , we are given an input sample set
Si

• each sample s ∈ Si is already labeled with a power value
ps ∈ R+

After reading the drum kit, requests of the form (i, p) ∈ I × R+

arrive. We want to answer these requests by choosing the best sample
from Si for the power value p.

2.2. Notation and Terminology

We use the following notation throughout this article. An instrument
is considered to be one of the drums of the drum kit that we sam-
pled. A sample (denoted by s, s′, . . . ) is the recording of one hit on
a specific instrument. Given a sample s, its power ps is the perceived
loudness and can be expressed by any common loudness measure of
an audio clip. If a power value is requested and does not correspond
to a sample, we denote it by p, p′, . . . . With the term velocity, we
refer to the attack velocity of a MIDI note and it is thus between 0
and 127. We consider time in a discretized way and thus a time point
is an integer value intuitively referring to the number of time steps
passed since the beginning of time. For a sample s, we use ts to refer
to the time point at which the sample was played last.

3. REQUIREMENTS

We now discuss which requirements a good sampling algorithm in-
tuitively has to fulfill. Such an algorithm has a trade off between two
main objectives: choosing a sample which is close to the requested
power value, while not choosing the same sample too close to the
previous time it was used. Note that if we just want to be as close
as possible to the requested power value, then we would always just
choose the closest sample. However, if we now play a sequence of
the same instrument at the same power level, then we always play
the same sample and thereby obtain a robotic sound. Thus, we want
to find other samples that are not too far.

More concretely, we aim to fulfill the following requirements
with our proposed algorithm.

Close sample: The chosen sample should be reasonably close to the
requested power value, such that the listener perceives it as
being played at the same velocity.

Avoid same samples: When we have multiple samples to choose
from, we should always take one that was last played far
enough in the past to avoid a robotic sound.
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Randomization: Furthermore, to avoid patterns (like e.g. in Round
Robin, where exactly every nth hit sounds the same when we
have n samples in our velocity group), we want some ran-
domization.

Locality: If two samples have a similar power value, they should
also be treated similarly by the algorithm. In other words,
locally, samples should have almost the same probability of
being chosen.

We now formalize the requirements stated above. Let p, p′ be
two power levels. We define their dissimilarity to simply be their
distance |p− p′|. Thus, if p is the input power value and p′ is the
power value of the chosen sample, we want to minimize the above
term. Let s be a sample and ts the time point it was played last.
When we are now queried for a sample at time t, then for s to be
a good sample, we want t − ts to be reasonably high. Again, we
just use the distance between the current time step and the last time
step a sample was used. Randomization is difficult to formalize in
a simple way in this context, thus, we just require that for the same
history, different outcomes of choosing a sample should be possible.
The last requirement we also state in a rather intuitive than formal
way. Assume we are requested a sample for the power value p and
the two samples s, s′ have a very similar power value. Then, if we
exchange ts and ts′ , the probability of choosing s over s′ should be
roughly the same as if we do not exchange them.

4. ALGORITHM

In this section we discuss the new algorithm that we suggest for
sample selection. The requirements mentioned in Section 3 con-
sist of several different objectives. Thus, we are dealing with a
multi-objective optimization, where we have to somehow combine
the different objectives into one. As we are dealing with an inter-
active setting where the quality of the solution of the optimization
is determined by the user, it seems natural to make the algorithm
parametrized and expose the parameters to the user. Using these
parameters, the user can influence how the different objectives are
weighted and thereby influence the final result, just having a very
rough intuitive and non-technical understanding of the process.

Following from the above description, we choose a single ob-
jective function that we optimize. This objective function consists
of the terms that were roughly outlined in Section 3 as well as the
parameters that are factors in front of the requirements terms. We
formulate our objective function such that smaller values are better
and thus we end up with a minimization problem. Consequently, we
just have to evaluate a single term on each sample and then pick the
sample which has the smallest value.

We now give the objective function. Let p be the power that is
requested. As before, for any sample s, let ts be the time at which
s was played last (the unit does not matter as it is parametrized by
β anyway), and let r(s, t) be a random number generator producing
numbers in the range [0, 1] uniformly and independently at random.
Let α, β, γ > 0 be the parameters that are later exposed to the user
of the sample algorithm. Also, recall that pmin, pmax is the minimal
and maximal power value, respectively, and that S is the sample rate,
i.e., the number of time steps per second. At the current time t, we
now want to find the sample s minimizing the objective function

f(s, t) := α ·
(

p− ps
pmax − pmin

)2

+β ·
(
1 +

t− ts
S

)−1

+γ ·r(s, t).

Note that we have to ensure pmax 6= pmin to avoid division by zero.

Let us now consider the objective function in more detail. The
objective function consists of three summands and we will have a
closer look at them in order.

The first summand, namely

α ·
(

p− ps
pmax − pmin

)2

,

is for expressing the distance of the sample’s power value ps to the
desired power value p. Instead of using the absolute value |p− ps| as
discussed in Section 3, we first normalize the value to be in the range
[0, 1] and then square it. By squaring, we put a significantly stronger
penalty than the absolute value on samples whose power value is
very far from the requested power value. Note that if we request a
power value that lies in the middle of the power values of our sample
set, then this term will maximally be around 1

4
α. However, if p =

pmax or p = pmin, then we might obtain a value of α. While this
might seem unreasonable at first glance, we want to highlight that
this indeed matches the desired behavior, because the penalty should
be only dependent on the distance to the sample and not the possible
worst case value it can attain. In other words, a bad choice should
not be made to look better, if there are much worse choices possible.

The second summand, namely

β ·
(
1 +

t− ts
S

)−1

,

expresses how much time passed since we last played the sample for
which we are currently evaluating the objective function. However,
we want large values if little time passes and therefore we raise the
whole term to the power of −1. To avoid extreme values, we add 1
to the normalized distance of the current time and the last time the
sample was played. Note that if we would not have a “+1”, then for
t − ts being very small, the values of this term would be huge and
thus dominate the whole objective function. We normalize by the
sample rate, as we want the time distance to be in seconds and not in
samples.

The third summand, namely

γ · r(s, t),

just adds some noise to the process to make it non-deterministic and
thus avoid patterns in the selection as mentioned in Section 3.

We already explained the core part of the sample selection algo-
rithm. The remainder is now straight-forward. We simply evaluate
the objective function for each sample and then pick the one with
the smallest value. For completeness, Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo
code for the sample selection algorithm.

Note that the worst-case complexity of evaluating the objective
function is linear in the number of samples for the instrument that
we are considering. However, in practice we can avoid evaluation
for most samples by simply starting with the “most promising” sam-
ple and recursively evaluating the neighbors (with respect to power
value) until the future possible evaluations cannot beat the currently
best value.

5. EMULATING OTHER SAMPLE SELECTION
ALGORITHMS

One of the main advantages of the described sampling algorithm
is that it can emulate the most common sample choice algorithms.
Sometimes this can be done by just adjusting the parameters α, β, γ,
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Algorithm 1 This is the pseudo code of the sampling function.
Input: Requested power p, instrument i, current time step t, param-

eters α, β, γ, and array last with the time points a sample has been
played last

Output: Sample s
s← undefined
fmin ←∞
for s′ ∈ Si do

v ← α ·
(

p−ps′
pmax−pmin

)2
+β ·

(
1 + t−last[s′]

S

)−1

+γ · r(s′, t)
if v < fmin then

fmin ← v
s← s′

end if
end for
last [s]← t
return s

and sometimes we have to prepare the power values of the drum kit
accordingly. In the following, we describe which algorithms can be
emulated and how we have to set the parameters and power values
for that.

First, note that all extreme choices of the parameters – meaning
that we set one parameter of α, β, γ to a positive value and all others
to zero – emulate different selection algorithms.

Choose Closest. If we set α > 0 and β = γ = 0, then
the objective function reduces to the first summand and thus we just
always choose the sample s that minimizes |p− ps|, i.e., the closest
sample.

Choose Oldest. Similarly, if β > 0 but α = γ = 0, then
the objective function reduces to the second summand and thus is
minimized by the sample s that maximizes t − ts, i.e., the sample
that was last played the furthest back in time.

Random Selection. If now γ > 0 and α = β = 0, then the
objective function reduces to the third summand and we thus always
select a sample uniformly at random.

Round Robin. The previously mentioned emulations were
straight forward, however, the arguably most commonly used sam-
ple selection algorithm in practice is Round Robin. As already dis-
cussed in Section 1, Round Robin assumes the samples to already be
grouped. In our case this means that samples s1, . . . , sk that belong
to the same group should all be assigned the same power value, i.e.,
ps1 = · · · = psk . Now, if there is a query with power value p, we
want to always choose the closest group of samples, thus α should
be large compared to β and γ, e.g., α = 1. After restricting to the
samples of a specific group, we now always want to play the oldest
sample, thus we simply want a small value β > 0, say β = 1/1000.
If we additionally want to randomize Round Robin in a way that we
sometimes choose the second or third oldest sample, then we want
to set γ to a small value smaller than but in a similar range as β, say
γ = 1/4000.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

We added our new sampling algorithm to DrumGizmo, replacing the
one it previously used.1 The sampling algorithm itself did not re-

1The source-code is available through git at git://git.drumgizmo.
org/drumgizmo.git, and the source code can be browsed online at
http://cgit.drumgizmo.org/drumgizmo.git/.

quire any particular implementation efforts. Most of the time was
spent on the theoretical part of it. To give a better overview over the
technicalities, we briefly list the information that needs to be stored.
In a preprocessing phase, we compute pmin and pmax for each instru-
ment and set all values of the last arrays to 0. The power values of
the samples are given by the drum kit in DrumGizmo. The parame-
ters α, β, γ have default values that were determined experimentally.
Each of them can be changed by the user, either interactively in the
GUI or via the command line interface.

As DrumGizmo is free software, the exact details of the imple-
mentation can be checked by everyone.

For instruments with reasonably small sample sets, simply iter-
ating over all samples for the specific instrument as shown in Algo-
rithm 1 is sufficiently performant. However, imagine an instrument
with an extremely large sample set. As DrumGizmo drum kits can
be created by everyone, there is no restriction and we cannot as-
sume a small sample size. To avoid performance issues arising from
such a scenario, we employ a non-naive search by starting with the
“most promising” sample and then inspecting its neighbors until the
currently best sample is known to dominate the remaining samples.
More concretely, we do the following: we start with the sample s
that has the closest power value ps to the requested power value p,
i.e., we find the sample s that minimizes |p− ps|. The key observa-
tion why a local search often suffices is that we can lower bound the
second and third summand of the objective function by 0. Thus, for
a given sample s and a time point t, we have

f(s, t) ≥ α ·
(

p− ps
pmax − pmin

)2

. (1)

Assume now that, for some x > 0, we evaluated all samples s with
p − x ≤ ps ≤ p + x. Then we know, by Equation 1, that for all
samples s′ with power values outside the range [p−x, p+x] it holds
that

f(s′, t) > α ·
(

x

pmax − pmin

)2

.

Note that by traversing the samples in order of their distance to p
(which is possible by having the samples stored in an array sorted
increasingly by power value), we can stop the search as soon we
searched the range [p− x, p+ x] for which

fmin < α ·
(

x

pmax − pmin

)2

.

7. EXPERIMENTS

To conduct the experiments, we use the implementation of the new
sampling algorithm in DrumGizmo. As a base-line for comparison,
we use the previous sample selection algorithm of DrumGizmo. We
want to evaluate how the sample selection algorithm performs in
practice, therefore we use a drum kit of DrumGizmo. As normally
the snare drum is the instrument with the highest number of sam-
ples, we choose this drum for our experiments. More precisely, we
use the Crocell kit, which has 98 snare samples. In particular, we use
the power value distribution of the samples of this kit. See Figure 4
for a visualization of the power level distribution. In this plot, we can
see that the sampling is heavy on the more quiet samples and signif-
icantly sparser on the louder samples. We ask the reader to keep this
distribution in mind for the remainder, when considering the experi-
mental results. Due to this distribution, we expect that when playing
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Figure 4: The power value distribution of the Crocell kit.

notes all over the power spectrum, the number of times each individ-
ual sample is played will be higher for louder samples as there are
significantly less to choose from.

We want to test the following hypotheses with our experiments:
1. Two samples with similar power values are chosen similarly

often.
2. Playing the same MIDI note over and over again plays a rea-

sonably varied set of samples.
To test the above hypotheses, we conduct the following experiments:

1. Playing fast sweeps from MIDI velocity 0 to MIDI velocity
127, 8 times

2. Playing a single velocity fast for 1015 times
To be able to compare the results of these experiments, we have

to somehow visualize the selections. We choose to plot histograms.
More concretely, for a run of the experiment, we plot the number
of times a sample was selected over its index in the array of or-
dered samples. For the first experiment, i.e., the sweeps, you can
see the histograms in Figure 5. The plot of the old sampling algo-
rithm clearly is less homogeneous and has larger variance than the
plot of the new sampling algorithm. Especially, the old sampling al-
gorithm uses several samples a lot while barely using others, which
can lead to a more robotic sound. Especially, it seems a waste of
storage and sampling effort to not use the full potential of the data.

The second experiment we conducted for two different MIDI ve-
locities: MIDI velocity 80 (Figure 6) and MIDI velocity 112 (Figure
7). Let us first discuss Figure 6. The most significant shortcoming of
the old algorithm is that the histogram does not roughly resemble a
bell curve. Instead, we have some samples that are barely used which
are very close to samples which are used predominantly. Especially,
the property that samples with similar power values are used simi-
larly often is violated. The new algorithm clearly improves on these
shortcomings and gives us the desired result. In Figure 7, we can see
a situation where there are just a few samples available. Here, the
old algorithm and the new algorithm perform similarly, except that
the new algorithm again distributes the usage of the samples more
evenly. However, more importantly, even though the new algorithm
does not specifically restrict to a specific power value range, it still
does not choose samples that are far away from the desired power
value.

To also get an idea of the performance of the new sampling algo-
rithm, we want to see how many power values of samples are eval-
uated per query. Without the search optimization described at the

Table 1: Number of evaluations per query. The experiments with the
numbers (16, 48, 80, 112) are the experiments from above of repeat-
edly playing a MIDI note. The number gives the MIDI velocity of
this MIDI note.

experiment sweep 16 48 80 112
mean evaluations 6.81 13.99 12.93 10.88 4.00
stddev evaluations 2.47 0.19 1.53 0.50 0.00

end of Section 6, this number would always be the number of sam-
ples. However, we expect that the search optimization significantly
reduces the number of evaluations. To test this hypothesis, we take
the above experiment and look at the number of evaluations. Recall
that the Crocell kit contains 98 snare samples and thus naively eval-
uating the objective function would lead to 98 evaluations. You can
see the outcome of the experiment in Table 1. The mean number of
evaluations is significantly less (at most 14!) than the worst-case 98
evaluations per sample selection and also the variance is very low,
meaning that even for large sample sets, this sample selection algo-
rithm should work well in real-time scenarios.

In summary, the experiments show that the new sampling al-
gorithm is clearly superior to the old method that was employed in
DrumGizmo and fulfills all the requirements formulated in Section
3.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article presented a new algorithm for choosing samples in a set-
ting where the samples are annotated with power values, with the
desired behavior of choosing samples close to the input power value
while having a reasonable diversity and no significant patterns in
the sequence of selected samples. We first formulated the require-
ments, which lead us to an algorithm that we added to DrumGizmo.
Through experiments, we showed clear improvements over the old
method and also the fulfillment of the desired requirements.

However, there are still some open problems and directions to
be addressed in future work. First, in this article we assumed the
power values of the samples to be given. We could alter the setting
by allowing a transformation on the power values, thus, for example,
distributing them better over the power range. Second, the objective
function that we used could still be further refined. For example, the
diversity term (controlled by parameter β) could be modified to have
a relatively larger penalty for samples that were played very recently,
e.g., one could move away from just using linear terms. Third, hav-
ing a more general view, one could try to adapt our work to instru-
ments that are significantly different from drums. And finally, the
real quality of this work should be determined by the users them-
selves. In this direction, a user study could lead to insights about
how to further refine our approach.
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Figure 5: The histogram of the old algorithm (left) and the new algorithm (right) of playing fast sweeps from MIDI velocity 0 to MIDI velocity
127, 8 times.
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Figure 6: The histogram of the old algorithm (left) and the new algorithm (right) of playing MIDI velocity 80 fast for 1015 times.
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Figure 7: The histogram of the old algorithm (left) and the new algorithm (right) of playing MIDI velocity 112 fast for 1015 times.
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ABSTRACT

The SPRAWL system is an audio and information routing network,
enabling enhanced ways of interaction for musical ensembles. A
Linux audio server with a SuperCollider mixing and spatialization
system is connected to several access points via ethernet, using Jack-
Trip for audio transmission. The unified access points are based on
a Raspberry Pi 4 with a 7 inch touch screen and a USB audio in-
terface, running SuperCollider, Puredata and additional tools. Using
custom applications on these units, musicians are able to control the
routing and spatialization of the system, allowing personal monitor-
ing, the distribution of click tracks and related auditory information,
as well as visual information and cues. The system is designed as
a meta-instrument for developing individual configurations and soft-
ware components for specific compositions and use cases. It has
been successfully used in on-site concerts and ported to wide area
networks for remote rehearsals and performances.

1. INTRODUCTION

Performing electroacoustic music in larger ensembles on multi chan-
nel loudspeaker systems offers a plethora of additional possibilities
and creative means for musicians and composers alike. However,
this practice also gives rise to a very specific set of requirements and
problems. Some of them are of simple practical nature, including
technical solutions and infrastructural challenges like the distribution
of audio and control data. Other aspects relate to aesthetic concepts
and individual implementations for specific compositions or impro-
visational setups. The technical system proposed in this paper is
intended as a platform for solving these problems by offering a pre-
defined basic structure and the possibility of implementing custom
solutions.

1.1. Related Concepts

Many challenges and problems in live electroacoustic music are not
unique to specific ensembles but universal and reoccurring. Hence,
several projects in the history of live electronic music performance
designed systems for solving these issues, relying on different para-
digms. The examples in this section focus on the area of laptop en-
sembles, based on digital technology. Although the scope of this
paper is on joint music performances in general and not on geo-

graphically distributed practices, some related approaches originate
in distributed network performance and telepresence.

Substantial pioneering work in the field of laptop ensembles and
interdependent computer compositions was done by The HUB be-
tween 1986 and 1997 [1, 2]. The first version of the HUB was de-
signed as a blackboard system, implemented on Synertek SYM 6502
single board computers. A shared memory allowed the exchange
of information between six musicians, respectively their individual
autonomous programs. This enhanced way of interaction was the
central point for the compositions explored by the HUB.

A second version of the HUB, launched in 1990, made use of
the MIDI protocol for exchanging the information. Using individ-
ual MIDI channels for each system, the protocol allowed the direct
control among the musicians, leading to more possibilities.

The Frequencyliator [3], developed at SARC in Belfast, com-
bines the use of OSC and network-based audio connections to in-
crease the level of interaction in laptop orchestra. A server is broad-
casting information to connected laptops, based on a score, pre-
defined or live generated. The system does not only manage syn-
chronization and negotiation of timing events but is also manipulat-
ing signals for spectral segregation.

*LORK is used as an acronym for Laptop Orchestra by a group
of closely related approaches to live electroacoustic performance.
The Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLORK), formed in 2005 [4, 5], is
the original *LORK. The orchestra is based on unified meta-instruments,
each consisting of a laptop and its own hemispherical speaker and
a rack with the necessary periphery. Inspired by the principles of
acoustic ensembles, each of the 15 instruments thus is an individual
sound source, resulting in a sonic display similar to a classical or-
chestra. MAX/MSP, Chuck and SuperCollider are used as program-
ming environments. Synchronization and communication among
musicians are realized through network protocols. Additional inter-
faces for expressive control are included for specific compositions.

Other ensembles adapted the Princeton setup, in order to estab-
lish a widespread standard and hence with the possibility to create a
common repertoire. Among them are the Stanford Laptop Orchestra
(SLORK) [6] and the Linux Laptop Orchestra (L2Ork) [7].

The Huddersfield Experimental Laptop Orchestra (HELO) was
founded in 2008 as an ensemble of graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents [8]. Instead of creating unified meta-instruments like the *LORKs,
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the HELO aims at bringing together a variety of systems which may
rely on any hardware and software or operating system. This di-
versity is intended to increase the work on a creative level without
spending a significant amount of time with technical goals. Similar
to the *LORKs, each musician’s sound is produced with an individ-
ual loudspeaker located close to the instrument. One setup of the
HELO makes use of the laptops’ builtin speakers for high portabil-
ity and simplicity. For increased volume and higher sound quality,
a setup with one guitar amp for each musician is used. The guiding
principle of this approach is to minimize the technical overhead for
the sake of dealing with musical content, instead.

EmbodiNet [9, 10] is a reactive environment for Network Music
Performance, intended to be used in loose rehearsals or jam sessions
between geographically remote participants. Using SuperCollider
for mixing and JackTrip for audio transmission, the ready system
offers two control functions, which allow the musicians to influence
individual headphone mixes, namely the dynamic volume mixing and
the enhanced stereo panning. Cameras and motion capturing are
used to create a shared visual space with an additional GUI for con-
trolling the mixing attributes.

1.2. The EOC

The Electronic Orchestra Charlottenburg (EOC) is an ensemble for
live electroacoustic performances on multi-channel loudspeaker sys-
tems, making use of sound field synthesis technologies. Founded in
2017 as part of a Audio Communication Group seminar at Techni-
cal University Berlin, the EOC now consists of 10 active members,
including musicians from the independent scene and alumni and stu-
dents from the Audio Communication Group .

A central aspect of the project was to create a setting for the in-
teraction of diverse musical instruments, in particular those invented
by researchers and students in the intersection of experimental mu-
sic and music technology. Too often, the results of research projects
or classes related to electronic musical instrument design are not ap-
plied appropriately, before people move on. However, due to the
modular boom in the past years, it now features seven modular syn-
thesizers, complemented with live electronics and tape as well as a
Pushpull [11], an individual digital musical instrument.

In the first years, the EOC has been operating in a hierarchic
structure, with a sound director in charge of mixing, coordination
and spatialization. An audio server with an attached AD/DA con-
verter rack gathers all instrument signals and distributes the rendered
spatial audio scene to the loudspeaker system. Alternatively, some
compositions and adaptions rely on algorithms and automation for
the control of the above mentioned components. The future direc-
tion of the EOC is to empower the individual musicians to control
not only specific attributes of their own instrument’s sound, but also
to interact with other participants and influence parameters of the
complete system.

1.3. Goals

First and foremost, the SPRAWL system is designed as a flexible
meta-instrument for experimental music. Although it comes with a
ready-made mode for simply connecting musicians from different lo-
cations, a key feature is its adaptability. SuperCollider and Puredata
allow the quick development of individual system configurations for
specific compositions. Besides this open concept, the system aims at
solving several general problems which arose in the work with the
EOC and other experimental electronic ensembles.

1.3.1. Pre-Listening and Monitoring

Working with electronic musical instruments and modern perfor-
mance practices often involves the use of headphones for different
purposes. Experience has shown that these purposes can be conflict-
ing and that a solution for combining them is desirable. One of the
goals of the proposed system is to offer a flexible solution for com-
bining reoccurring applications of headphones. Ideally, musicians
are enabled to switch between these applications and even mixing
them. By no means exhaustive, the following use cases need to be
covered:

1. pre-listening the own instrument

2. monitoring of the full ensemble

3. click-tracks and other auditory information

4. pre-listening other instruments

When operating synthesizers, especially modular ones or com-
parably complex systems, musicians must be able to pre-listen sounds
they are designing during a performance. If a specific sound needs
to be programmed or patched, the synthesizer needs to be muted,
connections are changed and undesirable artifacts may occur. This
will often happen between pieces in a performance, but also within
specific compositions.

Performing with an ensemble on a surrounding loudspeaker setup
raises several issues considering the placing of the musicians. In
order to preserve the best listening positions for the audience, it is
usually necessary to perform at the boundaries of the system, if not
outside. This calls for a monitoring solution, in order to enable the
musicians to hear the actual mix in the listening area.

The distribution of click-tracks and other auditory cues for syn-
chronisation is a method often used in experimental ensemble per-
formances. Either as broadcast from a central unit or generated on
the musicians’ devices, these need to be synchronized.

Finally, it can be necessary to exclusively pre-listen other in-
struments in the ensemble. Reasons for this may be tuning or other
interrelated adjustments, as well as composition-specific dependen-
cies.

1.3.2. Visual Information

The presentation of visual information plays a central role in perfor-
mances of the EOC. Possible use cases are:

1. synchronized (graphical) scores

2. digital clocks or metronomes

3. representation of the auditory scene

4. visualization of levels (metering)

5. visualization of system parameters (tuning)

It is common practice to show synchronized scores on tablets to
performers or to present a digital clock in order to align live perfor-
mance with playback or automated processes. This is often realized
using tablets with a screen diagonal of about 10".

The EOC usually performs on multi channel loudspeaker sys-
tems, making use of virtual point sound sources for spatialization.
In this case it can be helpful for the ensemble to see the individual
source positions. Thus, each participant is aware of level manipula-
tions due to source distances.

Clipping of input signals is a reoccurring problem, not only in
performances of electroacoustic music. Even if level control is car-
ried out by a sound engineer or sound director, the nature of the
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electronic musical instruments can easily lead to an input signal too
high in level. Often this is caused by hardly audible low frequency
components. Several members of the EOC have thus expressed the
wish to monitor their individual input level visually.

2. THE SPRAWL SYSTEM

The SPRAWL system can be considered a musical meta instrument,
designed to offer a flexible framework for increasing the influence
of single musicians and the level of interaction within an ensemble.
Its primary purpose is to interconnect arbitrary electronic and elec-
troacoustic musical instruments by providing unified access points.
Although conceived in the context of electroacoustic music and elec-
tronic musical instruments, the system offers possibilities for any in-
strumentation. The software part of the system described below can
be found in the related software repository.1

LAN

Server

LAN

Access Point 2

...LANAccess Point 1

Access Point N

LANANALOG
AUDIO

ANALOG
AUDIO

ANALOG 
AUDIO

ANALOG
AUDIO

Figure 1: SPRAWL server-access-point architecture

The overall configuration of the SPRAWL system consists of
a central server, connected to a set of access points, as shown in
Figure 1. Access points and Server transfer audio over JackTrip and
communicate over OSC Messages with SuperCollider. In order to
get the latest version of JackTrip it is recommended to pull it from
the official git repository [12].

2.1. Access Points

An access point consists of a Raspberry Pi 4 with a 7 inch touch
screen and a Behringer U-Phoria EMC22 USB audio interface. The
latter can be changed to any class compliant model with slight mod-
ifications to the client software. The housing of the Raspberry Pis
is made of multilayered lasercut wood, which allows us to easily
reach the ports, is well ventilated and offers the possibility to attach
a thread for a microphone stand. The templates for replicating the
housing are available for download in the SPRAWL git repository.
All components for one access point can be purchased for less than
150 $. Figure 2 shows an access point in a modular rehearsal setup
at the TU Studio.

The Raspberry Pis are running the standard full Raspbian Buster
operating system, equipped with the rt-preempt kernel for Raspberry
Pi 4 by Florian Paul Schmidt [13]. Since threaded IRQs are enabled
by default, no kernel parameter needs to be added.

1https://gitlab.tubit.tu-berlin.de/
henrikvoncoler/sprawl

Figure 2: Access point in use with a modular system.

Every access point gets two static IP addresses, including one for
the ethernet connection to the server and a second one for the WiFi
access point. Although the system is usually controlled via the touch
display and can be configured with keyboard and mouse, setting
up all Raspberry Pis as WiFi access points grants quick and conve-
nient access for maintenance through an additional laptop via SSH.
Furthermore, the individual wireless networks can be used for inte-
grating additional control devices and interfaces for musical perfor-
mance. The static IP addresses can be easily assigned using dhcpcd.
Hostapd offers the wifi access point capability. Dnsmasq assigns IP
addresses to users who log into the wifi access point.

2.2. Server

The server used in the first seminars at TU Berlin was an AMD
Ryzen workstation, equipped with a RME MadiFX PCIe soundcard
and two Digigram DANTE LX cards. The server is running Fedora
31 with the free madifx alsa driver by Adrian Knoth [14] that we
fixed for the 5.3 kernel version. Different jack-capable tools for spa-
tial rendering were used, including PanoramixApp and the Sound-
Scape Renderer.

The server used in the current online seminar at TU Berlin is an
Intel Xeon E-2134 (Coffee Lake) with 4 × 3.5 GHz (max. Turbo:
4.5 GHz) and 32 GB DDR4 ECC RAM. A hardware audio inter-
face is not neccessary for this server. The server is running Ubuntu
20.04 with a low latency kernel. A custom mixing and spatial render-
ing software is programmed in SuperCollider, based on the SC-HOA
library2. JMess [15] is used for saving and loading the Jack connec-
tions between SC and JackTrip.

2.3. Access Points↔ Server

JackTrip is used in the Hubserver Mode. The mixing of all channels
sent from the access points is done exclusively on the server with a
SuperCollider server that receives OSC messages. For every access
point there is one input module on the server side, shown in Figure 3.
The input signal gets mixed to the send busses of the access points
and to the send busses of the spatial rendering unit. The monitor
module sends the binaural rendered scene to the access points, so that
every musician is able to hear the music accordingly to the audience.

2https://github.com/florian-grond/SC-HOA
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Figure 3: Server input module with send gains, output modules and Jacktrip connections.

All gains can be set with OSC commands from every access point.
The startup of both systems – server and access points – is organized
by shell scripts which are part of the software repository.

3. THE SYSTEM IN USE

3.1. In Class

Figure 4: GUI of the generic access point software, allowing control
over monitoring and spatialization in 2D.

As reported by Wang et al. [16], laptop orchestra and related ap-
proaches offer great possibilities for teaching. The use of unified sys-
tems allows a focus on joint development, eliminating the problem
of having to configure numerous individual hardware and software
systems. The SPRAWL system is not only intended as a teaching
environment, but was also conceived and created within seminars at
Technical University Berlin. By involving the students at an early
stage, their knowledge on the relevant aspects of Linux audio sys-
tems and the necessary concepts is fostered.

A generic access point software, programmed in SuperCollider,
is delivered with the repository. With the GUI shown in Figure 4, it
offers control over the pre-listening and monitoring, as well as the
position of the virtual sound source in two dimensions. The first

session in a seminar focus on the use of the generic access point
software with the GUI shown in Figure 4. Students were thus able
to influence the position of the virtual sound source related to their
instrument’s sound and to control the monitoring.

Puredata, SuperCollider and Python are installed as default tools
for developing access point applications, depending on the use case.
Besides the ability to process audio, the possibility of working with
OSC is especially important for remote control of the server. In fur-
ther sessions students can program individual software for manipu-
lating server parameters and for creating automated movements of
virtual sound sources on the access points, starting with Puredata.

3.2. In Concert

The SPRAWL system was used in a first public concert at Silent
Green3, Berlin, in February 5 2020. The network approach allowed
placing ten access points for the musicians throughout the 17 meter
tall dome on three different levels, intermixed with the audience. The
loudspeaker setup was arranged on two levels, with a ring of eight
Meyer UPL-1s on ground level and a quadraphonic subsystem with
QSC K8 speakers on the third level balcony.

A custom access point software with the GUI shown in Figure
5 was programmed for this concert. It features a VU meter and pre-
listening gain for the audio input level of the individual unit. The
complete mix of all access points can be monitored with the slider
Binaural.

The slider banks on the right side control send buses gains of the
mixing and spatialization server. Pink sliders send the signal of the
related access point to ten individual automated source movement
patterns. These patterns were programmed in Puredata by students
in the classes and sent from the individual access points during run-
time. The yellow sliders control send buses to individual speakers
and speaker groups, hence allowing the positioning of the own sig-
nal through panning.

Within the concert, the EOC performed Remote Control by Chris
Chafe (1991). This minimal, text-based composition plays with tran-
sitions between a chaotic sound mixture and a stationary mix of pure

3https://www.silent-green.net/
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Figure 5: Access point GUI for the concert at Silent Green.

tones. Such transitions can be supported through the spatial send bus
structure of the access point software introduced above.

An additional trigger button (HORN) is programmed to play
back samples of ships horns. Each access point was equipped with
an individual recording of an actual ship’s horn from large vessels.
This feature was used for the composition Harbor Symphony (Chris
Chafe, 2016-20), performed by TU students and merging into a free
improvisation.

3.3. Online Jamming

The SPRAWL access points are not limited to the use with the ded-
icated server, but can connect to any remote Jacktrip server. This
has been tested within the ongoing Quarantine Sessions, hosted by
CCRMA, Stanford. Several members of the EOC could participate
in these concerts, without needing to install software on additional
computers. With only few modifications, the access points connect
to the selected JackTrip Server. This concept is further explored in
ongoing classes at TU Berlin.

4. CONCLUSION

The SPRAWL system offers a flexible solution for network based
musical performances. The system is suitable for both conducted
and decentralized music. Basic demands like pre-listening and mon-
itoring as well as visual feedback are satisfied. In both local and wide
area network applications, the system performed reliably. After the
successful launch, the setup can now be used to explore existing and
forthcoming compositions and performance setups.
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ABSTRACT

Using a JACK media clock listener to synchronize JACK to an AVTP
media clock talker results in performance issues when used with a
raw Ethernet socket under Linux. The packet rate of a class A AVTP
audio stream of 8 kHz triggers too many interrupts in the CPU. As
a result a JACK audio cycle has only 125 µsec to process the au-
dio data of all JACK clients. This restriction prevents such a system
from real-time signal processing. The extended Berkley Packet Fil-
ter in combination with the express data path kernel features, that are
integrated in the Linux kernel since version 4.8, are investigated. We
could optimize the media clock synchronization by using a eBPF
XDP program for pre processing of the stream packets. Our de-
scribed solution is meant as an alternative to the usage of generic
raw sockets.

1. INRODUCTION

Soundjack [1] is a real-time communication software using peer to
peer connections, to connect up to five participants with each other.
The targeted user group consists mostly of musicians. It was first
published in 2006 [2]. The interaction with live music over the pub-
lic Internet is very sensitive to latencies, both round trip as well as
one-way. A rehearsal environment for conducted orchestras via the
public Internet is the the ultimate goal for this research. Up to 60
musicians and a conductor shall be able to play together live.

Signal processing requirements make a server network manda-
tory, that connects up to 60 UDP streams to each other and mixes
them. A single optimized processing server could handle the process
of mixing this amount of concurrent UDP streams with reasonably
low latency. Future research, however, shall investigate the applica-
tion of immersive audio technologies in real-time. A single server
would not be able to handle such computational load, since any fil-
ter calculation has to be done more than 60 times. Thus, a scalable
server network provides the required processing power for a sub-
set of the streams. The audio signals are routed between the signal
processing applications via JACK [3]. JACK is a professional and
open source audio server, that allows applications to share sample
accurate audio data with each other. The servers need to share the
processed audio data amongst each and have to be synchronized in
time. For this purpose the AVB technology defined by IEEE stan-
dards (IEEE 802.1AS, 802.1Qat, 802.1Qav and 1722) is used. The
AVB standards extend generic Ethernet networks with precise time
synchronization, network resource reservation and bandwidth shap-
ing. These properties avoid the Soundjack client streams from inter-
fering with each other and also ensures the sample accurate synchro-
nization of audio data across multiple servers.

This media clock synchronization of the multiple JACK instances
on all servers, with the JACK AVB media clock listener (avb-mcl)

backend was presented in [4]. Further investigations have shown
that JACK is not able to keep the media clock in sync, if the local
processing demand rises to the intended amount. The reason for this
is the asynchronicity between the AVB AVTP packet rate for stream
reservation class A traffic with a transmission interval of 125 µsec.
At a sampling rate of 48 kHz, each AVTP packet contains 6 audio
samples. The JACK sample buffer, however, always has a size of the
power of 2 (e.g. 26 = 64 samples), which 6 is not. Thus, with any
sample buffer setting, multiple AVTP packets have to be received in
a single JACK audio cycle. With 64 samples 11 AVTP packets are
required. This means, that for any one of the eleven AVTP packets,
the kernel has to allocate meta data and switch the process context to
call the user space application. A JACK audio cycle for 64 samples,
which requires 1.3334 msec at 48 kHz to complete, is therefore
interrupted any 125 µsec. But the situation is even worse, since the
design of avb-mcl blocks until the next arrival of an AVTP packet.
Consequently, it blocks 10 times and only leaves 125 µsec for the
processing of an audio cycle overall. This is exactly the duration
between the arrival of the 11th packet and the deadline of the au-
dio cycle. This makes it nearly impossible to deploy avb-mcl in a
productive environment.

A common solution to this problem is the outsourcing of the
packet reception into a different thread. However, this would require
synchronization of the threads and would introduce latency by lock-
ing or busy waiting. The achievement of the lowest possible kernel
latency for this desired behavior with classical methods, would re-
quire to write a specific kernel module. This is a difficult task due to
several reasons. Another possible solution has found its way into the
Linux kernel in 2016, which we will explore in this paper: eXpress
data path (XDP).

1.0.1. extended Berkley Packet Filters and eXpress Data Paths

Network traffic nowadays may easily require bandwidths,
e.g. 100 Gbps, of a computer system’s data bus and CPU that a
generic software stack is unable to handle. Thus, it makes it hard
to process packets within a reasonable reaction time. The reason for
this limitation can be found in the allocation of meta data for billions
of packets per second by the kernel. Not every packet, however, re-
quires handling by the software stack. Use cases exist, that can be
significantly sped up by preprocessing of packets inside the kernel.
For most software developers this meant to write their own kernel
modules, which is a very delicate and complex process. Three differ-
ent strategies to accelerate and optimize network packet processing
on a Linux computer exist:

• Kernel Bypassing
• Customized Kernel Module
• extended Berkley Packet Filter (eBPF) with eXpress Data Path

(XDP)
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Kernel Bypassing disables all features of the kernel. Several
techniques exist that can be used for kernel bypassing. All of which,
however, require dedicated network adapters. A customized kernel
module requires a significant development effort. The source code
of kernel modules for network adapters easily contains tens of thou-
sands of lines of code, that are carefully tuned. Adding even small
features may create unforseen development and debugging effort.
Therefore, these two strategies are not further discussed in this paper.

In 2014, the well known Berkley Packet Filter (BPF) kernel fa-
cility, to filter network packets in the kernel-space, has been
rewritten and extended [5]. An extended Berkley Packet
Filter (eBPF) [6] [7] program is a small snippet of code that is com-
piled to byte code by a just-in-time (JIT) compiler. It gets loaded into
the kernel, which then executes this code in a dedicated virtual ma-
chine, explicitly handling only this code. Before this code is loaded
by the kernel, a pre-verifier checks the code to avoid malicious code
to be executed in kernel-space - i.e. it is checked, whether the pro-
gram contains out-of-bounds memory accesses, loops or
global variables. Loops require to be rolled out explicitly and global
variables require to be stored in memory maps, that are shared with
the respective user-space application.

In 2016, a patch set for high performance networking has been
added [8]. The so called eXpress data path (XDP) has been merged
in the Linux kernel in version 4.8. This new approach deals with net-
work packets taken right from the NIC, before the kernel is setting
up a socket buffer structure, and rejects unwanted, passes desired or
redirects packets. A good example for the power of XDP is the de-
fense of a denial-of-service attack. When such an attack is noticed it
is possible to drop the packets inside the NIC with such an eBPF pro-
gram. Thus, the CPU does not have to deal with them and the system
stays operational. To use this feature, however, a network driver has
to support XDP programs, which can then be accessed via the newly
introduced AF_XDP socket type - with specialized hardware, the of-
floading of eBPF programs to the hardware is possible. But even
without driver support for XDP programs, it can make sense to use
XDP in software mode, as shown in figure 1. Driver mode has been
described above. The software mode uses the network driver and al-
locates a socket buffer structure. For the given example XDP would
not make much sense. On the other hand it enables new ways of pre-
processing network packets, which can save a significant amount of
CPU time for other tasks.

2. CONCEPT

We investigate two different use cases: AVB Listener JACK Client
(jackd_listener) and JACK AVB Media Clock Listener Backend (avb-
mcl). Both use cases have the same bottle neck with different conse-
quences for the application.

The first use case is our proof of concept, since it involves all re-
quired functionalities: Integration into the build system, pre-
processing of AVTP packets and sharing data between kernel- and
user-space via memory maps, i.e. the audio samples. As build sys-
tem the Linux native make is used. Both the existing application and
the provided tutorials for XDP use the make build system [10]. The
pre-processing involves three steps. In the first step, AVTP pack-
ets shall be filtered on arrival for their destination MAC address and
stream ID. This step shall drop any packet that does not match the
criteria and prevents a lot of context switches to the host applica-
tions waiting raw Ethernet socket. The second step is to store the
audio samples contained in the AVTP packets in its integer represen-
tation to a memory map, that can be shared with the host application

Figure 1: Components of the XDP subsystem are shown in light blue
and reside in the device driver as well as the network stack [9].

in user-space. The final step is to pass the last AVTP packet, whose
contained samples are required to completely fill a sample buffer to
the host applications raw Ethernet socket. The raw Ethernet socket in
the host application jackd_listener is waiting, it receives only AVTP
packets for its own registered destination MAC address and stream
ID. In fact only the last received AVTP packet is passed. On the re-
ception of the last AVTP packet, it reads the integer-formated audio
samples from the memory map, converts them to float format and
writes them to a JACK ring buffer.

The second use case requires the integration of the XDP eBPF
build process into the Waf build system [11], since Waf is the build
system that is used to build JACK. The pre-processing involves two
steps, namely the first and the second step of the first use case - fil-
tering for destination MAC address and stream ID and passing only
the last AVTP packet of a sample buffer period.

3. REALIZATION

A prerequisite for XDP and eBPF to work is a kernel later than
version 4.8. We deployed a customized real-time kernel of version
5.2.17-rt9 in our test environment.

The implementation of an eBPF program with the host appli-
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Figure 2: Kernel traces showing the context switches of the JACK sound server for 64 and 128 samples per buffer with and without XDP.

cation jack_listener has been used as proof of concept. An inte-
gration in the make build system already existed, which only re-
quired adoption to the host application. The Waf build system that
is used for JACK, however, does not support the LLVM compiler
framework [12]. Furthermore, it had not been possible to integrate
the loading process of the eBPF program object file into the JACK
backend. Libbpf [13] needs to find the main symbol of the ap-
plication it is linked against, which could not be achieved until now.
Thus it is necessary to compile the eBPF program in a preparing
step and load it with a stand alone loader. If the make build sys-
tem is used directly, as is the case for the jackd_listener application,
the memory maps can be accessed by the host application via a file
descriptor and a name string.

The eBPF kernel programs need to be customized, configured
and compiled for each application that uses it. In which way param-
eters can be changed during runtime is still open for investigation.

After the eBPF program has been successfully hooked to the de-
sired NIC, the generic command ip link show ’dev’ can be
used to verify this, i.e. the last line of the following console output.

$ ip link show enp5s0

enp5s0: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,PROMISC,UP,LOWER_UP>
mtu 1500 xdpgeneric qdisc mq state UP mode
DEFAULT group default qlen 1000

link/ether a0:36:9f:bd:95:46 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
prog/xdp id 217

Regarding our first described use case the current lack of finan-
cial and in turn hardware resources prevents the required implemen-
tations with corresponding complexity: Theoretically a significant
number of concurrent AVB listeners may be deployed on a single
server, however, in order to test it our test environment lacks a sig-
nificant amount of AVB talkers. A test would comprise the result-
ing streams to trigger the corresponding amount of interrupts by the
NIC, each of which would be pre-processed by the eBPF XDP pro-
gram that has been installed for that stream’s listener application.
Therefore, the evaluation of a setup, in which the jackd_listener ap-
plication benefits from XDP is not possible at the moment. In con-
trast our second described use case represents a solid base for the
technical implementation and evaluation as described in section 4.

4. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

The kernel network stack needs to keep working, although a filter is
implemented with XDP. This might sound obvious, but it is a devel-

opment experience worth noting. It is important for the XDP pro-
gram to pass all Ethernet frames up to the kernel network stack even
if they are not subject to our intentions. Filtering for a specific AVTP
stream for example, requires PTP and MRP to keep receiving pack-
ets, otherwise the NIC does support neither IEEE 802.1AS nor IEEE
802.1Qat. Thus, such packets need to be passed up to the kernel stack
and cannot be filtered, e.g. for debugging purposes. This becomes
even more important when multiple XDP programs are attached to
the same NIC. It has to be ensured that those XDP programs do not
interfere with each other by filtering packets the other XDP program
requires for its successful operations.

The runtime optimizations provided by the XDP eBPF are real-
ized with kernel traces. A comparison of the context-switch schedul-
ing events of the Linux kernel task scheduler is shown in figure 2.
It shows the JACK sound server process with the avb-mcl backend
configured at 64 and 128 samples per buffer, both with and without a
XDP filter program attached to the AVB NIC. The impact of the XDP
programs can be seen clearly. When a XDP program is attached to
the NIC, fewer context-switches take place, which provides more
CPU time to the JACK clients. The JACK clients context-switches
are represented by the spikes at the end of the JACK sound server
context-switches at the beginning of an audio cycle. Without XDP,
those spikes appear much earlier in the cycle and have less time to
complete, namely until the next JACK sound server context-switch
≈ 125 µsec later.

During situations with heavy load generated by the entire system
in a production scenario, the XDP improvements provide a much
more robust signal processing and audio signal routing. No buffer
over- or underruns occur. An in depth evaluation, however, does not
provide further insights and is therefore omitted.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Integration into the Waf build system used for JACK is not possible
at the moment, because Waf is not able to use the LLVM compiler
framework.

The lack of ability to perform floating point operations in the
kernel-space, is a limitation for further applications of XDP, i.e. for
the first discussed use case. Otherwise, it would be possible to di-
rectly write the float-formated audio samples to the JACK ring buffer
and eliminate any user-space interaction.

The JACK AVB audio stream listeners do not suffer from the
asynchronicity between the JACK sound server and the AVB media
clock, since multi threading and the JACK ring buffers decouple the
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two clock domains. In a scenario where a massive amount of lis-
teners is required, listener with XDP programs in place might be an
improvement to listeners without XDP. This is still open for investi-
gation.

For the JACK AVB media clock backend, XDP provides a signif-
icant improvement and solves the context-switching problems under
load. Further investigations, however, revealed that this performance
could as well be achieved with an appropriate handling of a generic
raw socket. Thus, XDP represents a powerful and interesting alter-
native butaspects such as tedious debugging, lack of floating-point
operations and the retrieval of hardware timestamps outweigh the
benefits significantly.

6. FUTURE WORK

The workflow to create eBPF programs has to be improved. The
name for each eBPF program, that shall be loaded, has to be unique
in order for the host program to correctly address the memory map
for the kernel-/user-space interactions. Furthermore, the parameters
required at runtime, such as the stream ID, destination MAC address
and sample buffer size, need to be passed to the eBPF program at
runtime. Only then can JACK change internal parameters without
the need for a newly compiled eBPF program.

At the moment, it is not possible to access hardware timestamps
inside an XDP program. This is on the road map of the development
teams, however, it might provide further optimization for an AVB
network stack in the future.

In theory, XDP would allow to use a NIC (AVB is not required
for this) with a raw Ethernet socket to implement a custom protocol.
This way it may be used as an interface for digital signal processors
that are equipped with an Ethernet interface as well. Signal routing
could be done with XDP, so that the signal processing computations
are offloaded to the digital signal processor. An user-space applica-
tion would only manage the audio streams. This approach will be
investigated in the future.
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ABSTRACT

SynthBerry Pi is the first prototype of an autonomous synthesizer
based on PDSynth. PDSynth is a toolkit for creating programmable
digital synthesizers made using the Pure Data visual development
environment. To run PDSynth synthesis architectures a Raspberry Pi
mini computer was used. Eight slide potentiometers are connected to
the mini computer to create a control surface that makes it possible
to control PDSynth’s architectures. SynthBerry Pi is, therefore, a
compact standalone synthesizer capable of creating sounds by using
Pure Data patches.

1. INTRODUCTION

In about the last twenty years, the miniaturization of computing sys-
tems and the growing diffusion of open software and hardware tech-
nologies allowed artists and designers to access technologies until
then only available for technicians and engineers working in large
university or business research centers. As Noble [1] mentions, all
of this has created absolutely new and never seen conditions, mak-
ing possible the emergence of new fields of research in art, design
and also music such as: Physical Computing and Interaction Design.
In fact, before that the idea of artists or designers writing code or
designing hardware was almost unheard of. Today, not only it has
become commonplace, but it has become an important arena of ex-
pression and exploration. Nowadays, this deep bound between tech-
nology and artistic creation is become a vital and vibrant phenomena
that shapes both art and technology.

Even in computer music the growth of this technologies lead to
interesting consequences like the positive convergences with already
existing trends such as the practice of self-constructing synthesizers,
the development of new musical interface and the building of ex-
perimental electronic musical instruments. These practices defined
as analog synthesizer do it yourself, in its abbreviated form: synth
DIY [2], aimed at the realization of electronic musical instruments,
have had a great diffusion in recent years especially in relation to the
increasing use of modular eurorack synthesizers.

This work presents SynthBerry Pi: a prototype of an autonomous
synthesizer based on Raspberry Pi mini computer. The prototype
uses Pure Data patches to generate and process sounds. The col-
lection of patches used for this project is called PDSynth: a toolkit
for creating programmable digital synthesizers. The Raspberry Pi
mini computer was used to run PDSynth synthesis architectures in
order to create a compact standalone synthesizer. SynthBerry Pi is
equipped with an hardware control interface consisting of eight slide
potentiometers that allow to change the parameters of the Pd patches.

Raspberry Pi1 is a well known mini computer. The project is
based on a Broadcom system-on-a-chip (BCM2836 for the Rasp-

1For more information refer to the Raspberry Pi Foundation website:
https://www.raspberrypi.org/.

berry Pi 2, or BCM2837 for Raspberry Pi 3 and BCM 2711 for the
latest Raspberry Pi 4 Model B), which incorporates an ARM proces-
sor, a VideoCore IV GPU and RAM memory (from 512 Megabytes,
to 1 Gigabyte, up to 4GB for the latest version). The boards do
not have neither hard disk nor a solid state memory unit, relying
instead on an SD card for the boot and for the management of the
non-volatile memory.

In the last years many audio projects have been realized around
the Raspberry Pi platform [3, 4, 5, 6]. Moreover, Eurorack modules,
such as the Terminal Tedium project and Nebulae 2 from Qu-Bit
Electronix, use Raspberry Pi to create reprogrammable modules that
can be used to implement audio processes developed through lan-
guages and development environments for audio (from C and C++
as programming languages, up to to Pure Data, SuperCollider and
CSound as languages dedicated to audio).

2. PDSYNTH

PDSynth is a toolkit for creating programmable digital synthesizers.2

The name derives from the acronym of the sentence: Programmable
Digital Synthesizer. But also the acronym PDSynth allows to indi-
cate a synth made with Pure Data (Pd) [7]: the well known visual
development environment for multimedia applications used to im-
plement the toolkit.

The development of this project started in the Autumn 2015 from
an initial idea to create a series of easily interfaceable Pd patches ca-
pable of simulating the behavior of the essential modules of an ana-
log synthesizer. The PDSynth modules implement different sound
generation and processing systems and are all controllable via the
Open Sound Control (OSC)3 protocol. Users can easily create and
interconnect the modules together to build high-level architecture
for real-time sound synthesis and processing. The OSC protocol
[8, 9] was choosen because it is becomed, along the years, a standard
format for sharing data related to musical performance (parameters,
sequences of notes, gestures) between musical instruments (mainly
synthesizers and electronic instruments), calculators and other mul-
timedia devices. This protocol, from the late 1990s, is becomed a
valid alternative to MIDI, especially because it is open, flexible and
extendable.

Open Sound Control was choosen because it allows to easily
create a reliable and robust communication system among the vari-
ous modules inside Pd allowing, also, a simple exchange of network
messages to and from the outside. In fact, the OSC messages can
be easily managed through the native message system provided by
Pure Data. All this simplifies the creation of the control systems of
the modules and allows to control the synthesizers through external

2The PDSynth toolkit can be downloaded from Artis Lab website:
https://www.artislab.it.

3For further information, refer to the project’s official website:
http://opensoundcontrol.org.
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controllers and control surfaces. Moreover, the OSC protocol allows
to have both an higher data resolution and greater parameter space
than what is offered by the MIDI protocol.

A library of external objects was used to implement the control
functions through the OSC protocol. The library provides useful ob-
jects only to realize the management of the OSC messages inside
Pure Data, so for the transfer of OSC packets through the network,
a second library, called IEMnet, was used. In particular, it is possi-
ble to use the udpreceive object to implement within Pd a server
listening on a given port for receiving OSC messages.

The processing of messages received from the server can then
be carried out using the objects provided by the OSC library. The
unpackOSC object is useful for converting OSC packages, made
up of binary data, into messages compatible with the Pure Data in-
ternal messaging system. Then the pipelist object is inserted to
obtain a temporally coherent message scan in the case in which mes-
sages with a given timestamps are received. Finally, the OSC library
provides an object, called routeOSC, which allows the addressing
of messages according to a hierarchical structure defined by the ad-
dress space. The arguments supplied to the object define a set of
addresses to which corresponding messages can be routed.

2.1. PDSynth architecture

The development of the toolkit, unfortunately, is still in an initial
phase, however it already provides a minimal series of modules that
can be easily used to create and process sounds. At the beginning
of the project, in fact, after the first phases of software development
we decided to move the attention to the design and the construction
of hardware devices to be used in combination with the toolkit. The
modules currently available can be classified into three distinct cat-
egories (Signal generators, Filters, Envelope generators) which will
be presented in detail below.

2.1.1. Signal generators

PDSynth currently offers five sound generation modules that emulate
the behavior of classic analog synth oscillators. The modules offer
the possibility of generating the following waveforms:

GENPULSE — band-limited pulse train generator;

GENSAWTOOTH — band-limited saw tooth wave generator;

GENSIN — sine wave generator;

GENSQUARE — band-limited square wave generator;

GENTRIANGLE — band-limited triangle wave generator.

The GENSIN module uses the Pure Data native object osc~ for
generating the sine wave. All other modules are based on reading
data saved in tables (Wave Table Synthesis) [10].

The image in Figure 1 shows the patch of the GENPULSE mod-
ule. The sound is generated by using the Pd object tabosc4~. It
allows to read the data saved in a table using a polynomial interpo-
lation of the third order (four points interpolation). The objects that
manage the OSC messages are placed in the top right corner of the
patch. The first object (r OSCMessages) is used to receive OSC
messages sent in "broadcast" within Pure Data’s native message in-
frastructure. The following object (routeOSC /$1) selects and
sends on its leftmost outlet only the messages that have as the first
tag of the address the name of the module. This can be defined dur-
ing the creation of a new instance of the GENPULSE through the first
argument of the patch (for example Pulse1 in the upper part of the

patch in Figure 1). The next routeOSC object allows to route prop-
erly the data related to the various parameters to its different outlets
accordingto the OSC name address (/Freq — frequency, /Amp —
amplitude, ...).

Figure 1: GENPULSE - patch of the pulse train generator.

The toolkit is based on digital sound generation techniques, so
there is no real difference between audio band signal generators and
LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator). Therefore, all generators can be
used both in a frequency range below the threshold of audibility, as
is typical for LFOs, and to produce audible sounds. For this rea-
son, to achieve the generation of different waveforms we tried to
make a compromise between the problems related to aliasing and
the creation of signals with a frequency spectrum as wide as possi-
ble. After some initial experiments aimed at evaluating different ap-
proaches, we finally chose to generate band-limited signals by read-
ing the waveform data stored in different tables. In order to be able
to produce spectra that are very rich in harmonics, we decided to di-
vide the audible frequency spectrum into eight distinct regions, each
corresponding to a table containing the waveform with a suitably cal-
culated harmonic frequency content to avoid aliasing phenomena.

The image in Figure 2 shows the subpatch of the GENPULSE mod-
ule in which the eight tables are defined. Each table is related to a
different region of the frequency spectrum: $0-Table1 contains
a waveform made of 511 partials that is used at the low end of the
spectrum. While, at the opposite, $0-Table8 contains a wave-
form generated using only three partials which is used to generate
the sound in the upper part of the frequency spectrum.

All the signal generators, except the sinusoidal oscillator, use
this approach based on the reading of eight tables with waveforms
characterized by a different bandwidth. The change of the frequency
parameter determines the selection of the appropriate table to be used
for reading. The image in Figure 3 shows the setTable subpatch.
It receives as input the frequency value in Hz and, by means of the
conditional structure if contained in the object expr, it controls
which is the table to be read according to the interval of frequencies
in which the oscillator is called to operate.
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Figure 2: GENPULSE — eight tables used for WaveTable synthesis.

Figure 3: GENPULSE — the setTable subpatch.

The content of the wavetables shown in Figure 2 can be gener-
ated by using the Pd command cosinesum that allows to create
a wave according to a sum of cosines harmonics (sinesum is the
command in Pd to realize the sum of sine waves). The image in
Figure 4 shows five subpatches used to create as many wavetables,
each with its own number of partials (ie. WriteTable8 — three
partials, WriteTable6 — fifteen partials, ...). The number placed
after the cosinesum command define the length of the table to be
generated expressed in number of points. In the image it is possi-
ble to notice that the number of points in the tables varies with the
number of partials. In fact, as reported in the Pure Data manual, it
is better to use tables composed of 512 points for waveforms con-
taining up to fifteen partial. Above this threshold it is convenient
to calculate the length of the table L as the number, power of two,
greater than the product shown in equation 1, where Np indicates the
number of partial

L > 32 ∗Np. (1)

For example, to generate $0-Table1 containing 511 partial
we need to use 16384 points. To calculate the frequency values to
be used for changing the table to be read as a function of the fre-
quency value, it is possible to observe that from the previous relation
the maximum number of partials can be obtained according to the
size of the table. This value can be calculated by inverting the previ-
ous relationship and subtracting one as a safety margin as shown in
equation 2:

Np =
L

32
− 1. (2)

Once this value is known it is possible to obtain the maximum repro-
ducible frequency through the equation 3:

fmax =
20000

Np
(3)

it was decided to use the frequency of 20000Hz (with respect to the
theoretical value of the Nyquist frequency equal to 22050Hz for the
standard sampling frequency of 44100Hz) as an additional safety
margin with respect to the occurrence of aliasing phenomena. Re-
turning to the example of $0-Table1, we obtain therefore:

fmax1 = 20000/511 = 39, 1 (4)

as it is visible in the image in figure 3 the first table is changed for a
frequency equal to 40 Hz. This same procedure has also been applied
for the calculation of all the other values defined to realize the change
of the table to be read using the object tabosc4~.

The pulse waveform can be generated with a series of cosines
in which all the partials have a uniform amplitude distribution. The
value of the amplitude an can be computed according to equation 5,
where N is the maximum number of partials [11].

an =
1

N
. (5)

As shown in Figure 4, the command cosinesum is followed by the
number of points of the table and by a list of numbers that defines the
amplitude factor of each partial. In the case of the pulse waveform,
this numbers are all the same and equal to the inverse of the number
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Figure 4: GENPULSE — commands to create five wavetables.

of partials. Creating this lists of amplitude coefficients for all the
different waveforms is a long and repetitive process not so easy to
do by hand. This is even more true, when it is needed to generate
a very large number of partials as in the case of $0-Table1, as
shown in the top right corner of Figure 2.

For this reason a Python script has been developed in order to
automate the creation of a text file containing the list of amplitude
coefficients. The script created for the pulse generator is shown be-
low. In the first line, inside the open function, it is necessary to
define the name of the text file where data will be stored. On the
next line, the MaxOrder parameter defines the maximum number
of partials to be generated. The content of the text files generated
by this script can be easily copied and pasted into the Pure Data
messages (see figure 4) used to populate the tables with the various
waveforms.

out_file=open("Coef-Pulse.txt","w")
MaxOrder=511
x=round((1./MaxOrder),6)
out_file.write(str(0)+" ")
#The DC component is equal to 0
for i in range(1,MaxOrder+1):

out_file.write(str(x)+" ")
out_file.close()

2.1.2. Filters and sound processing

In addition to sound generation modules, PDSynth provides also
patches implementing filters. So far, three different filters of the
fourth order have been created:

FLTBandPass – band pass filter based on the Pd object vcf~;

FLTHighPass – high pass filter based on the Pd object hip~;

FLTLowPass – low pass filter based on the Pd object lop~.

Figure 5 shows an example based on the FLTBandPass mod-
ule. The patch realizes a small bank of filters, composed of three
modules placed in parallel, used to filter white noise. Each filter is
identified through a different OSC namespaces (BP1, BP2, BP3).

Figure 5: Example patch of the FLTBandPass module.

The structure of the filters patches is analogous to those of the
generators with regard to the internal management of OSC messages.
The filters differ from the generators only because of the presence of
an audio inlet used to provide the input signal to be processed.

2.1.3. Envelope generators

Two modules were also developed to generate envelopes:

ENVTable — envelope generator defined through a table;

ENVADSR4 — ADSR type envelope generator with fourth order
polynomial interpolation.

The ENVTable module allows you to generate a time envelope
by reading data contained in a table. Python scripts have been created
for the generation of envelope tables with different temporal trends.
The image in Figure 6 shows different two traits (attack and release)
envelopes generated by Python.

The ENVADSR4 module, instead, realizes a four-state ADSR
envelope with fourth order polynomial interpolation. As shown by
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Figure 6: Two piece polynomial envelope.

Puckette [10] this type of interpolation allows to obtain a trend very
similar to the logarithmic one, but with a reduced computational cost
and a greater simplicity of implementation. As is known, the loga-
rithm function diverges towards less infinite when the argument is
approaching towards zero, which makes serious precautions neces-
sary in the realization of logarithmic envelopes through truncation
or approximation processes. On the contrary, the use of polynomial
interpolation eliminates this problem by also offering the possibil-
ity of modifying the slope of the curves in a very simple manner by
varying only the order of the polynomial used.

2.2. PDSynth-00

Starting from the initial idea to develop an exclusively software en-
vironment, we tried to use DIY controllers based on the Arduino
prototyping platform to control the modules of the toolkit. This first
experiments encuraged to broaden the vision of the toolkit by in-
corporating, therefore, both software development and the design of
hardware devices to control the software architectures. The intent
of the project has therefore been transformed into the creation of an
environment for prototyping and developing portable electronic mu-
sical instruments and synthesizers.

On the hardware side, the project was oriented towards the re-
alization of physical devices, equipped with potentiometers, sensors
and other interaction systems. PDSynth-00 (see Figures 7 and 8) is
the first DIY prototype of a controller made by Artis Lab, in Spring
2016, that is born from the idea of an hardware device useful to con-
trol the synthesis and sound processing architectures created with the
PDSynth toolkit.

Figure 7: Rear panel of PDSynth-00.

PDSynth-00 is a reprogrammable electronic musical instrument
that can perform different functions depending on the software that

is loaded into the Arduino board. It is equipped with six slide po-
tentiometers and twelve buttons. Everything is contained in a simple
and light container made of plywood shaped using a laser cutting
machine.

Figure 8: Top view of PDSynth-00.

PDSynth-00 can be interfaced with Pure Data through the Fir-
mata protocol. By this way the data relating to the position of the
six cursors and the status of the buttons can be sent to the program
listening on the serial port and used to perform action or modify pa-
rameters inside the PDSynth patches.

3. SYNTHBERRY PI

SynthBerry Pi was born as a natural evolution of the PDSynth-00.
The Arduino prototype is not autonomous, it is only useful for con-
trolling the PDSynth modules running on a computer. SynthBerry
Pi, enstead, integrates controller and computer through the use of
a Raspberry Pi mini computer allowing to create an autonomous de-
vice able to generate sound that can be modified via a control surface.

3.1. The control surface

SynthBerry Pi is equipped with an hardware control interface con-
sisting of eight slide potentiometers. The prototype was built, like
the previous one, using two panels of plywood shaped with a laser
cutting machine. Figure 9 shows the front view of the prototype.

Figure 9: The front view of SynthBerry Pi.

The slide potentiometers are mounted on the front panel of the
device, the assembly between the two panels of the prototype was
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carried out through hexagonal steel spacers of suitable length. The
image in Figure 10 shows the top view of the prototype.

Figure 10: Top view of the prototype.

3.1.1. Hardware set up

Raspberry Pi is not equipped with analog to digital converters (ADC)
allowing the connections of potentiometers. For this reason, the ana-
log to digital converters MCP3008 was used to read the voltages re-
lated to the positions of the slide potentiometers. The MCP3008 is an
integrated circuit that provides eight analog input channels with 10
bit digital resolution. Figure 11 shows the simulation of connections
among the various components using a breadboard, while Figure 12
shows the circuit schematic. For simplicity, only one potentiometer
has been inserted since all the others must be connected in a similar
way to the ADC inputs.

Figure 11: Simulation of connections using a breadboard.

The communication between Raspberry and the ADC is based
on the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) serial communication proto-
col. SPI is a communication system between a microcontroller and
other integrated circuits or between multiple microcontrollers. It is
a communication standard, created by Motorola, in which the trans-
mission takes place between a control device (called master) and one
or more controlled devices (called slave). The master device controls
the communication bus, emits the clock signal and decides when to
start and end communication.

Figure 12: Circuit schematic.

The SPI communication system is commonly defined as four-
wire, since for the transmission of data four distinct signals are gen-
erally used:

• SCK: Serial Clock (emitted from the master)

• MISO: Serial Data Input, Master Input Slave Output

• MOSI: Serial Data Output, Master Output Slave Input

• CS: Chip Select, Slave Select (issued by the master to choose
which slave device to communicate with).

Chip Select is the only connection that is not always necessary
in all applications since its just needed to manage multiple slave de-
vices. A connection that defines the reference level of the voltage,
often referred to as GND, must be added to these four wires.

3.1.2. Software set up

The reading of the data acquired by the ADC is realized through
a Python script, which uses the SPIDEV library for the manage-
ment of SPI devices. The following code shows a fragment of the
Python script with the commands necessary to open the communi-
cation with the ADC and to perform a reading of the data through
the ReadChannel() function. The spi.xfer2() function is
invoked, inside ReadChannel(), to request the ADC to read the
voltage value of a given channel.

#Open SPI bus
spi=spidev.SpiDev()
spi.open(0,0)
spi.max_speed_hz=1000000
#Function to read SPI data from MCP3008 chip
#Channel must be an integer 0-7
def ReadChannel(channel):
adc=spi.xfer2([1,(8+channel)<<4,0])
data=((adc[1]&3)<<8)+adc[2]
return data

The transfer of the data read by the analog to digital converter,
between the Python script and Pure Data, is achieved sending, on a
specific port, local network messages. For this purpose we use the
pdsend program provided within the standard Pd package, used as
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a sub-process within the Python script. The following code shows
the creation of the subprocess p which invokes the pdsend
program used to send data on port 9000 of the local computer. The
send2Pd() function is used to send messages through pdsend.
The last line shows the use of the send2Pd() function that take
as argument a string composed by the concatenation of two numeric
values: the first to define the channel of potentiometer and the second
to provide the ADC reading.

#Create a subprocess to send data to Pd
p=subprocess.Popen(["pdsend","9000"],

stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
#Define the function to send data to Pd
def send2Pd (message=’ ’):

print >> p.stdin, message
#How to use the function to send data to Pd
send2Pd(’0’+str(pot_Volts0)+’;’)

A simple protocol was designed to send messages from Python
to Pure Data keeping the data of the different potentiometers separate
and easily differentiable. A list of two numbers is sent, the first is a
label (from 0 to 7) useful for identifying the potentiometer, the sec-
ond number is the numeric data obtained from the reading made by
the digital converter. To receive data in Pure Data the netreceive
object is used which opens a server listening on the port correspond-
ing to that used by pdsend. The expedient used in the construction
of the message sent by Python simplifies the sorting of data that can
be easily accomplished through the native object of Pd route.

The data acquired by the ADC are filtered to reduce random
fluctuations due to noise through the use of an average filter that
generates an average output value every ten converter readings. The
following code shows the simplified structure for reading and trans-
mitting data of a single potentiometer. Within an infinite cycle, the
Count counter is incremented and the values supplied by the ADC
are read, divided by 1023 (to obtain numbers between 0 and 1) and
accumulated on the readPot0 variable. Every ten readings the
readPot0 variable is divided by ten, obtaining the average value.
If the new value has undergone a variation compared to the previ-
ous one greater than 0.5%, the value of the pot_Volts0 variable
is updated. The value of this variable is then sent to Pd through the
send2Pd function. After that the values of the counter and the ac-
comulation variable are both reset to zero and the program execution
is suspended for a time defined by the delay variable.4

while True:
readPot0+=ReadChannel(pot0_channel)/float

(1023)
Count+=1
if Count==10:
readPot0=0.1*readPot0
if abs(pot_Volts0-readPot0)>0.005:

pot_Volts0=readPot0

send2Pd(’0’+str(pot_Volts0)+’;’)
readPot0=0
Count=0

# Wait before repeating loop
time.sleep(delay)

4In this way, using a value equal to 0.01s for the variable delay, the
reading is made every 10ms and a new value is sent to Pure Data every
100ms.

A script was created to start both Pure Data and the Python pro-
gram to manage the ADC. Since we want to use the prototype as a
common electronic instrument through the use of only the control
surface we have chosen to use the Raspberry Pi headless without the
connection of screen, mouse and keyboard. For this purpose, the
script must be started automatically during the startup phase of the
Raspberry Pi. To do this, a special service, launching the start script,
has been created and set up to be started automatically during the
initial phases of execution of the operating system.

3.2. The audio engine

The audio engine of the prototype is based on the use of a modified
version of the first PDSynth sample patch. The patch offers the pos-
sibility to separately control the amplitude and the frequency of three
oscillators generating different waveforms (square wave, pulses train
and sawtooth wave). Furthermore, it provides a delay line with a
feedback path. The delay line can be controlled by two parameters
that can be modified in real time through the potentiometers of the
prototype control surface: the delay time and the feedback coeffi-
cient. The eight potentiometers of the prototype have been asso-
ciated to likewise control parameters of the patch according to the
following scheme:

• A0 - square wave oscillator frequency;

• A1 - amplitude of the square wave oscillator;

• A2 - pulse generator frequency;

• A3 - amplitude of the pulse generator;

• A4 - frequency of the sawtooth oscillator;

• A5 - amplitude of the sawtooth oscillator;

• A6 - delay time;

• A7 - delay feedback.

Figure 13: Pd patch of the audio engine.

Figure 13 shows the audio engine patch and the use of three sig-
nal generation modules. The modules are placed in the top left cor-
ner of the patch. The first argument of each object is a name that is
used as an identifier for addressing OSC messages (Square1, Pulse1,
Saw1). The second argument provided in the creation of the sound
generators (PDS-Outbus in the image) allows to define the name of
the bus on which the audio signals produced by the various genera-
tors will be accumulated. In this case, all the signals are collected by
the catch~ PDS-Outbus object and sent both to the delay patch
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and to the sound card output through the dac~ object (in the lower
left part of the patch in Figure 13).

On the right side of the patch, the number boxes allow to change
the amplitude and the frequency of the various oscillators by sending
OSC messages through the send OSCMessages object. The im-
age shows also how to create the OSC message addresses to control
the parameters of the modules.

3.3. Eurorack Module

In autumn 2019 a new version of the prototype was created in the
form of a 18 hp eurorack module. The image in Figure 14 shows the
front view of the module.

Figure 14: The front view of the module.

Figure 15 shows the internal structure of the module. An hand-
crafted PCB board is connected on the GPIO pins of the Raspberry
Pi. The potentiometers are connected to the PCB where the ADC is
also housed. This second prototype made in the form of a Eurorack
module is completely analogous to the first prototype both in terms
of hardware and software.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented SynthBerry Pi an autonomous syn-
thesizer based on Raspberry Pi and Pure Data. The PDSynth toolkit
was used as audio engine of the prototype. This toolkit provides
a series of Pd patches that can be easily used as modules to create
high level architecture to generate and process sounds. To run the
PDSynth synthesis architectures a Raspberry Pi mini computer was
used; a control surface made up of eight slide potentiometers was
build to provide a suitable hardware device to play the instrument
controlling in real time the sound parameters.

SynthBerry Pi was used in several live performances and also in
studio recordings. In future work we intend to add a second ADC to
the prototype to have eight more input channels useful for implement
the control voltage (CV) of the synth parameters. Furthermore, we
intend to create a more intuitive and powerfull control surface by
also adding buttons, LEDs and rotary encoders.

Figure 15: The internal structure of the module.
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ABSTRACT

The overall target is the making of affordable DIY Ambisonics record-

ing devices with individual flair, targeting streaming, recording, in-

door and outdoors field recorders for sound art or environmental

monitoring. One central part of this aim is to make a "Affordable

Ambisonics Microphones Array" (AAMA). The usage of an embed-

ded Linux computer simplified and accelerated the development of

individual solutions of higher order Ambisonics microphone arrays.

Hardware add-ons for these embedded Linux systems has been de-

veloped, especially for interfacing microphone arrays. Sensors en-

hancing the usage of these microphones, combined with correspond-

ing software tools enables the construction of individual AAMAs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Within the last decades a lot Ambisonics audio projects as research

and artwork have been carried out on our Institute and within this

century the theory behind it, even might be mathematically exten-

sive, is well documented [1] and free tools to handle Ambisonics

applications are available1. One missing link has been for some of

these projects, such as permanent sound-installations, performances

and field recordings, affordable higher order microphone arrays. To

fill this gap, we gave ourselves a mission statement:

We will assemble a tool-set for making affordable Am-

bisonics microphone arrays as DIY projects provid-

ing hardware kits and hacks and configurable software

tool-sets with example applications targeting autonomous

Higher Order Ambisonics (HOA) field recorder and

autonomous streaming stations.

As a vision of these portable 3D-Audio field recorder, following

design targets has been drafted as following:

• microphone interfaces as multichannel ADC boards with op-

tional phantom power

• arrangements of digital microphone arrays interfaced by I2S/TDM2

• microphone types: MEMS3, electret or condenser.

• reasonable quality headphone amplifier for “field monitoring”

• calibration tools of the microphone array, initial and individ-

ual settings.

∗ This work was supported by IEM Graz and Atelier Algorythmics
1For example open source developments on the IEM: Plugins

http://plugins.iem.at/ and http://www.matthiaskronlachner.com/?p=2015 and
as Pd-Library http://git.iem.at/pd/acre-amb/

2I2S (Inter-IC Sound) by Philips Semiconductors. June 5, 1996., TDM
Time Division Multiplex expands I2S from stereo to multichannel, eg.used
by McASP Multichannel Audio Serial Port by Texas Instruments

3Microelectromechanical systems

Figure 1: Kit for MEMS AAMA, 16 channel

• mountable calibrator device for on set calibration

• Ambisonics encoder build tools for arbitrary arrangement of

capsules

• recording on embedded devices (SD-Card, USB-Sticks, ...)

• live-signals via low latency realtime stream, AOO4

• rechargeable battery with battery management system and charger.

• IMU5to track microphone position

• IMU to track head/headphone for monitoring.

• embedded ARM device running Debian Linux and Puredata

• ALSA driver for attached audio cards, capes and hats

As current approaches projects are the following projects:

• MEMSAAMA: TDM MEMS microphone array

• AAMA-MIC16: TDM(I2S) interface for targenting electrect

microphones

• DIYASB: DIY Audio Streaming-Box based embedded linux

systems6.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR DIY-MICROPHONE

ARRAYS

2.1. The question of quality

Not only in the contemporary computermusic scene the idea of quali-

ties, and especially how to distinguish certain kinds of qualities from

4Audio Over Opensoundcontrol, using message based audio stream, see
http://git.iem.at/cm/AOO

5Inertial Measurement Unit with compass and Gyrator mainly used for
tracking the orientation of microphone or headphone

6see http://git.iem.at/cm/DIYasb
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Figure 2: first test DIY 2D-Ambisonics 8 channel 4th order

one another, remains not only controversial but depends most on the

usage and the environment and is not discussed here. But we assume

some rough minimal criteria and numbers here, take it as examples.

For a usable recording, let us say, the noise equivalent level

should be at least some dBs below the environment level. Equivalent

noise is expressed as SNR to 94 dbSPL reference level. Within ap-

propriate electret microphones the self noise ranges from 62 dBSNR

to at best 68 dBSNR resulting in self-noise of 32 dbSPL to 26 dbSPL.

MEMS Microphones claim to have 29 dbSPL, condenser micro-

phones typical 18dbSPL.7

Within Microphone arrays, if they are close and added, the noise

to signal ratio SNR tends to increase with the amount of capsules,

since the self-noise does not correlate and ambient signal does, some-

how more. But the higher the order of Ambisonics, the more low

frequencies are boosted and correction filters are needed for equal-

ization which boost noise on higher frequencies[2]. We can en-

hance the SNR, using the higher order signals on the array only

for the frequency bands needed for spatial information, which start

at 200 Hz...400Hz and is relevant up to 2.4 kHz[3] for horizontal

spatial information and up to 8 kHz for vertical information.

Additional quality can be gained recording the frequencies bands

below and above these limits with lower Ambisonics order, even 0th

order, reducing noise in high frequencies, especially with an low

noise omni-directional microphone added to the array, which has a

much better equivalent noise level.

Recording loud environments, like in concerts, in between crowds

and in cities and other loud environment, the noise level is not the

problem. But doing field recording in very quiet environments, eg.

in nature, MEMS and electret microphones are probably facing their

limits of acceptance.

Since we anyway need to perform digital signal processing for

decoding the signal, we can also enhance the qualities using equal-

ization of the frequency response of the capsulas, meassured and

then manually shaped for the needed frequency range.

2.2. Why a good headphone amplifier ?

The power for headphones coming from most (cheap) embedded de-

vices is mostly inadequate to feed adequate field recording head-

7eg. Panasonic WM-61A 62 dBSNR, PIU Audio POM-3535L-2-R
62 dBSNR, MEMS Invensense ICS-52000 68dBSNR, MEMS Infineon
IM69D130 69dBSNR, Oktava 18dbSPL

phones, especially used in noisy environments. Mostly over-driven

headphone amplifiers provide not only flat-sounding audio, but also

the spatial information gets lost. This can easily be fixed by us-

ing a powerful headphone amplifier which provides the power levels

needed to deliver enough power to headphones with low impedance

(< 50 Ohm) and higher peak voltages for high impedance head-

phones. Using a good quality headphone amplifier will not only al-

low you to listen at increased volume levels, but provides a much

higher dynamic, full sounding audio which is essential for onsite

monitoring of the recording.

2.3. A question of geometry

For different purposes and applications, different geometries of Am-

bisonics microphones can be chosen. The main types to differentiate

are:

• open sphere with cardioid microphones

• rigid sphere with omni-directional microphones

The open construction has fewer problems with surface waves

on the solid surfaces, but more with spatial shadowing.

A second decision is the form and distribution of the micro-

phones on the microphone array. It does not need a regular layout,

even too regular layouts can make more problems on spatial aliasing,

but result in better distributed energy and therefore lower noise. For

some situations the usage of more microphones in the “main” direc-

tion can help. Also more microphones could be arranged near the

horizontal plane for better resolution in the horizontal than the verti-

cal spatial axes or for special purposes. Different geometries can be

chosen to the needs.

Figure 3: WILMA box with charger, battery, pre-amplifier ...

2.4. measurement, calculations and calibrations

The material of the mounting construction can also differ a lot and

has influence on the separation of the microphone signals. For every

chosen solution, there should be a procedure to measure the spatial

and frequency response filters for each microphone capsule. This
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and the calculated encoder matrix from the geometry and the spatial

filter data can be combined to have the microphone array calibrated.

All this data should be processed in the embedded device in realtime,

and applied on the A-format stream to be converted in Ambisonics

B-format to be recorded or streamed. All this needs at least a multi-

dimensional convolution of signals, which the embedded devices are

capable of.

For these purposes a special tool-set was developed within the

project, once was called Ambilibrium[4] and presented in 2018. New

understandings within projects led to new tools as VST-Plugins and/or

Pd-Patches. They explain the procedures and provides applications,

to calculate the encoder matrices and measure the microphone cap-

sules and output the correction filter matrix for convolution in the

microphones signal path.

All this is done by the “firmware” in Pd utilizing Ambisonics

plugins and libraries.

2.5. On set calibration

On different sites, the gain of the pre-amplifier for the microphones

has to be adjusted on the sound level situation at recording environ-

ment, an on set calibration for the microphones is necessary. One

solution is to mount a constant sound source near the Ambisonics

microphone array in a fixed position, which can be activated for

each recording, before, in pauses or afterwards the gain has been

changed. Since the attenuation of the signal path from sound source

to capsules has been measured before and remains somehow con-

stant, each microphone should get the same sound level and the gain

difference of the microphone can be calculated afterwards and used

for the encoder. So the recording is always correctly calibrated. On

post production also the microphones can be checked and possible

failures identified. Also if the optional additional omni-directional

microphone can be used as reference.

2.6. Microphone Stabilizer and head tracker

Doing field recording and using the AAMA as moveable microphone

or placing it anywhere, sometimes the horizont is not respected ex-

actly, even worse can move. Also moving the microphone mostly

cause changes of its direction. We can rotate any Ambisonics field

easily with post processing, but we need the information how. There-

fore a IMU8, with gyrator, preferably with a compass, should be

mounted on the microphone and the data stream recorded or pro-

cessed within the B-Format directly. Also, the position of the head

for binaural monitoring can change, to get an stable monitoring sound

image, we can use another on the headphone, rotating the binau-

ral encoding with the head movements before the binaural decoder.

These sensors can be attached to the embedded device to stabilize

the soundfield and also record these information for post production

purposes (effects).

3. CURRENT PROJECTS

Here a short list of current projects with first results, mostly under

permanent development, is drafted.

8Inertial measurement unit, a device that measures acceleration and rota-
tion, used to maneuver air- and spacecraft

Figure 4: MacASP SOC block diagram

3.1. DIYASB - DIY Ambisoncis Stream Box

A predecessor was the Wireless Large Area Microphone Array aka

WILMA[5] with Beaglebone Black as an embedded Linux com-

puter, developed at IEM, using the AM335x-core interfacing Mi-

crophones arrays via the on chip TDM (MacASP) Interface, AD-

converter and calibrated pre-amplifier. It was a proof of concept and

dedicated to exact measurements, but became very extensive for a

simple field recorder. So for our attempt the “Beaglebone Green”

has been chosen, interfacing digital microphone arrays or the more

compact AAMA-MIC16 module for use of electret microphone ar-

rays.

For Streaming Boxes located outdoor in harsh environments, the

compatible industrial board with the AM3359-SOM-EVB-IND from

Olimex was chosen, since it operates within industrial specification

from −40
◦

C to +80
◦

C environmental temperature. Separate hard-

ware was used providing (solar-)charger and battery infrastructure

in the box. After using realtime enhanced Linux distributions, they

seems to be more unstable and not much faster than the mainline

Debian Linux kernel.

A first version with USB Audio Interfaces has been realized for

Bill Fontana’s project “Reenactment of Sonics Projections” for Kun-

sthaus Graz and run May-Oktober 2020.9

3.2. hamp

Previously named "ampHP" is an audiophile quality headphone am-

plifier driven by a on board DAC over I2S/TDM (or by an analog line

signal feed), dedicated to DIY field recorders to be combined with a

head-tracker. “hamp” can be powered by a single power source over

3V or 5V with DC/DC for battery powered devices and is based for

now on the on the reference design using the Chip “SSM6322” from

Analog Devices.

3.3. MIC8

Escher 8 channel high quality microphone pre-amplifier with 48V

phantom-power, based on the “That-Microphone preamplifier” was

the first developed originally for a dsPIC microcontroller, but also

usable for condenser AAMA solutions. The prototype of the sym-

9see doku http://git.iem.at/cm/DIYasb
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Figure 5: solar powered DIYasb box

Figure 6: ESCHER-MIC8 8 channel condenser pre-amplifier

metric mic-preamp is shown in the figure 6 is dedicated, but not only

for use with on board ADCs.

3.4. MEMSAAMA

MEMSAAMA is an microphone array with digital MEMS micro-

phones like the ICS-52000 from Invensense. They can be daisy

chained only using 4 signal lines and operate in a fixed mode. Also

claims to be already calibrated, since they are dedicated to micro-

phone arrays, they simplify the electronics a lot. One issue is they

are tricky to solder manually and another or maybe a feature is that

the opening of the mic is on the solder side, so they can be mounted

on any surface and soldered as a daisy chain, directly connected to

McASP Interface of the board within 30 cm wire-length. This is a

very cost-less approach to an AAMA, since it needs no extra ADC

board. For better handling and soldering a simple board was de-

veloped, which can be cut and arranged via ribbon cables up to 16

microphones each array. MEMS microphones like the mentioned,

can also be used via a wave-channel, like suggested by Invensense,

with 2 openings as differential audio, cardioid microphone and using

a thin membrane over the microphone openings as hydrophones.

In the meantime MEMSAAMA was also interfaced with Espres-

sif ESP32 devices like the ESP32-DEVKit from Olimex. Two I2S

interfaces allow to interface four microphones and make a low cost

first order MEMS microphone array. The interfacing via WLAN

Figure 7: MEMS digital Microphone: board for daisy-chaining,

sound channel, manual soldered

(or additional Ethernet with ESP32-PoE from Olimex) can be done

via multichannel streams and the control via Open Sound Control

(OSC). Using the Audio Library from Espressif ESP-ADF, also fil-

ters and decoder matrices can be calculated in realtime in a limited

amount.

3.5. MIC16

For electret microphone arrays, a special AD-Converter board was

developed, which is only 4 cm diameter and fits inside a small Am-

bisonics microphone array sphere, providing an multichannel TDM

interfaces as well an I2C serial control bus to be connected with the

embedded host using 4 dedicated 4-channels AD converter, 2 on each

side.

Figure 8: AAMA-MIC16 board 16 AD for electret microphones 4cm

4. LINUX SOFTWARE

The development of special Linux-drivers for the used DIY-hardware

is not always needed. Since the structure of the Linux audio driver

ALSA is split in ASoC layer, DAI and codec10, mostly the config-

uration of “Device tree” is (theorectically) all what it needs to get

audio input or output for a special implementation. This means a

devicetree entry has to be written as device tree source and compiled
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to a binary or a proper devicetree overlay has to be provided.

But sometimes, when there is no proper codec definition avail-

able, some code for the ALSA driver has to be added. Since mostly

there is no need to change many parameters on a calibrated micro-

phone arrays, a dedicated simplified version can be implemented.

4.1. DSP processing

For the prototyping and firmware the graphical computer music lan-

guage Puredata was used[6], which can be run headless on embed-

ded devices with “-nogui” as a audio-processing application and so

special variation of the kits can be managed easily. Additionally

individual code can be added for art installation or other purposes.

The setup and development is done via ssh over Ethernet, also using

X11-forwarding on board. The control of the microphone and inter-

facing can be done via external devices via OSC[7] over Ethernet or

an optional USB WIFI-dongle. Also buttons and LEDs are provided

as user interfaces, they are free programmable for the special appli-

cation. The use of Pd in Debian systems was explored and tested

within the DIYasb project.

4.2. Message based audio streams

Streams could be provided using “jack” network streaming possibil-

ities or “zita-njbrige”. For a better handling and plug and play on

site, the message based audio streaming AOO can be used[8]. The

advantage, is there is no need to start/stop a stream on recorder or

host side, it just sends the stream via Ethernet. For a field test a spe-

cial art installation was realized, distributing streamboxes over the

city Graz in Februar to May 2020. Therefore an advanced version

of AOO has been realized. In the meantime it is also used for the

Virtual Rehearsal Room (VRR)11.

4.3. housings

Figure 9: MEMSAAMA 3D-Printed Ambisonics microphone case,

first version

10Audio System on Chip and Digital Audio Link, mostly a I2S or TDM
bus and codec device

11see http://vrr.iem.at/

For housings of microphone capsulas, 3D-printer cases has been

used. They are nowadays easy to get but have some drawbacks, like

acoustics resonances and surface waves. So nowadays softer mate-

rial, like foam is used, which can be shaped very nicely manually.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Ambisonics microphone arrays as AAMA, can be realized as very

cost-less devices, compared to commercial ones, excluding the work-

ing effort building these, but more important can be adapted to the

needs of special usages and artworks. Workshops should enlarge the

knowledge base and examples of which kind of Ambisonics micro-

phones arrays can be made. The main purpose for a workshop is

to give access to open hard- and software via workshops and pre-

sentation, this is why this information was written and hopefully a

community will form enhancing those.
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ABSTRACT 

The Open Signal Processing Workstation (OSPW) 2.0 is a Linux-
based open software platform, designed for rapid prototyping and 
the development of digital signal processing (DSP) audio algorithms 
and corresponding user interfaces (UIs). Since audio interface and 
computer hardware can be chosen almost completely freely, the sys-
tem can be easily integrated into any existing audio network and stu-
dio environment. Besides the necessary hardware components, 
OSPW 2.0 consists of the graphical programming environment Pure 
Data (Pd) for the signal processing, a script for the start-up procedure 
and initial configuration, and a webserver which generates browser-
based UIs for an arbitrary number of remote clients automatically. 
All connected UI clients are synchronized among each other. This 
enables the simultaneous operation of applications by multiple users. 
Custom interfaces can be realized by extending the Javascript UI 
framework. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The described system OSPW 2.0 is the successor of the OSPW 1.0, 
a project with a similar goal that never came into production [1]. The 
promising findings of the OSPW 1.0 were analyzed and evaluated 
and then adapted and re-implemented exclusively using open source 
technologies. In recognition of one of the first successful music DSP 
computation platforms, the ISPW [2], this prototype and the prede-
cessor were named OSPW. To facilitate readability, the version num-
ber 2.0 will not be used in the remainder of this paper. 
     OSPW consists of a DSP server running Pd [3], that can be re-
motely controlled by any device on the same network that can exe-
cute a web browser. The web interface is automatically generated 
based on the underlying Pd patch. In contrast to hardware currently 
used in professional studio, broadcast or live sound environments 
which focus primarily on standard audio formats like two-channel 
stereo, or common surround formats (5.1, 7.1, etc.), algorithms de-
veloped for the OSPW are not bound to standard channel-formats. 
Depending on the sound card and the performance of the computer 
components used, massive multichannel operations can be realized; 
for example, high-order Ambisonics, Wavefield synthesis renderers 
or multiuser binaural monitoring applications. 
     DSP algorithms for OSPW are implemented with the visual pro-
gramming environment Pd, which is widely used in academic and 
experimental musical contexts and environments. It provides an API 
in the programming language C and allows "intermediate" program-
mers and artists in the field of media technology to use the system 
through its easy-to-use graphical programming interface. Using Pd 
as an audio backend has the big advantage that it has been in use and 
extensively tested for decades. It supports parallel programming 
with multiple threads natively through the pd~ object [4]. The pos-

sibility of distributing different instances of an algorithm to all avail-
able processor cores makes optimal use of current CPUs and max-
imizes the available performance - one of the most important criteria 
for an external DSP server. 
     This paper starts with a brief discussion of related work in section 
2. Section 3 describes the system design including necessary hard-
ware and software components and basic usage of the OSPW. Sec-
tion 4 outlines the implementation details of all components. Section 
5 describes three implemented demo applications. As a part of this 
project, a repository with the source code including documentation 
and tutorials is available online [5]. This allows any interested per-
son to set up his/her own custom version of the OSPW. 

2. RELATED WORK 

There are several commercial DSP systems available whose con-
cepts are similar to those of the OSPW. SoundGrid by Waves Inc. is 
a DSP server that runs on a Linux machine with a general-purpose 
CPU [6]. The main difference to OSPW is that it is a closed-source 
proprietary product. Only the manufacturer’s plugins and those of a 
few authorized companies run on the hardware. The UAD DSP de-
vices by Universal Audio [7] follow a similar approach as Sound-
Grid. They work with special UA format plugins only. The Tesira 
platform is a highly configurable DSP server by the company Biamp 
[8]. It is also programmable with its own algorithms. However, the 
target group of these systems are not studio environments but rather 
multi room speech conferences and large-scale sound installation at 
exhibitions or hotels. Also noteworthy is the Bela project. It is an 
open platform for ultra-low latency audio and sensor processing [9]. 
It runs libpd [10] on an embedded computer with an additional, cus-
tom developed microcontroller board with sensor inputs. Bela 
doesn’t provide user interfaces. Instead it is meant to be controlled 
by sensors. Mira in combination with Max/MSP is conceptually sim-
ilar to the OSPW approach: a computer running the DSP combined 
with a remote application [11]. In contrast to the project presented in 
this paper, both tools are closed source. FreeDSP is a low-budget 
open source DSP module [12] which can be configured with the 
graphical programming environment SigmaStudio. Due to the lim-
ited number of inputs and outputs of the used DSP board, applica-
tions of this project are rather stand- alone effect processors. 

3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND USAGE 

This section provides a description of hard- and software compo-
nents used for the OSPW prototype, brief instructions for the setup 
of the necessary software components and the basic usage. For de-
tails including a complete installation guide, please refer to the doc-
umentation on the Git repository [5]. 
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     OSPWs system architecture can be described as a server-client 
model where all signal processing is executed on the server hardware 
and an arbitrary number of clients can be connected for remote con-
trolling and monitoring purposes. An external computer has to be 
used for the algorithm design in Pd. Once the design is completed, 
the user can transfer the code to the server, where it is analysed for 
automatic UI generation and executed. Any device with a browser 
running in the same network can be used as remote control for the 
loaded Pd patch. For OSPW server and remote client(s) to work to-
gether, they must be connected to the same network. The most ele-
gant solution (which is also used in the prototype) is to configure the 
server as a wireless access point. 

3.1. Hardware 

The audio I/O of the OSPW platform utilizes the Advanced Linux 
Sound Architecture (ALSA). The prototype was built with the LX-
Dante PCIe card by Digigram. Its 128 inputs and outputs offer flex-
ible channel routing and enabled testing with many physical inputs 
and outputs. Although the card with its closed source Linux driver 
does not quite fit into OSPWs philosophy, it made an easy integra-
tion into the testing environment possible (a Dante-enabled mixing 
console). For a custom installation of a fully functional OSPW, ba-
sically any ALSA compatible soundcard can be used. 
     An x86 processor is not required but the target operating system 
must support the software components listed in the following sec-
tion. For details on the prototype specifications regarding other hard-
ware components please refer to the publication about the OSPW 1.0 
[1]. 

3.2. Software 

The software consists of two main parts: the audio backend and the 
OSPW server. The audio backend of the OSPW platform is based on 
a plain Pd Vanilla installation. Pd provides a graphical user interface 
and a C API for DSP development and control structures. The OSPW 
Server is a Node.js [13] server application which enables the user to 
control and interact with the running Pd instance. Several software 
components are necessary for a working OSPW installation: 
 

• A Linux installation with ALSA support 
• Pd  
• Node.js 
• The OSPW software package, containing scripts, the 

server and the demo applications. 
 
The GUI control elements are generated with the open source frame-
work NexusUI [14]. NexusUI is an open source project and already 
implements typical audio widgets such as sliders and dials. 

3.3. Usage 

After installing and setting up all the necessary components from the 
Git repository, the server is configured to start automatically with 
Linux’s systemd init-system. After connecting a client to OSPWs 
network, the server’s IP address has to be entered in the client’s 
browser in order to render the main page. On this page, the user can 
either select one of the demos or choose one of his own uploaded Pd 
patches. After selecting an application, the server parses the corre-
sponding patch and automatically serves the UI to the connected cli-
ent(s). For each parameter to appear in the UI, a matching Open 
Sound Control (OSC) string must be included in the Pd patch. This 

is done as shown in figure 1 by placing a comment containing the 
string somewhere in the patch (ideally close to the corresponding 
parameter). The syntax for the string is /ospw/x/y/widgettype/param-
eterName/initValue: 
 

• The string has to start with ‘/ospw’. 
• x and y are grid coordinates for placing the object within a 

symmetric grid. 
• /widgettype defines the generated interface object. Possi-

ble values are button, toggle, number, dial, hslider, vslider. 
• /parameterName can be chosen freely and results in the 

rendered widget label. 
• /initValue initializes the interface object with the entered 

value. 
 

 
Figure 1: Pd patch with two OSPW parameters. 

 
Alternatively, the automatic rendering can be set to a channel-based 
grid by placing a comment "usechannellayout" somewhere in the Pd 
patch. In this case, the grid coordinates are replaced by channel num-
ber and y position within this channel. In order to implement a cus-
tom GUI for the OSPW platform, the NexusUI framework has to be 
extended with new Javascript objects (widgets). The example GUI 
for the binaural headphone monitoring application (see section 5.2) 
is based on a pre-existing widget, a two-dimensional panning inter-
face, which has been modified and given additional functionality 
specific to the application. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

The Node program consists of two parts: the node server, and the 
index.html page. They interact with each other via web sockets.  
 

 
Figure 2: OSPW client/server communication scheme. 
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Any parameter change in any client is sent via OSC as Universal 
Data Package (UDP) to Pd. The port is configurable. The communi-
cation between server and clients works as follows: 
 

• The server starts in the state ‘No patch loaded’. Every cli-
ent that connects to the server will render the main menu, 
allowing the user to select an application. 

• Once a client selects an application, the server parses the 
corresponding Pd patch, searching for strings that start 
with /ospw (see figure 1) and stores all obtained data 
(widget type, position, name etc.). 

• A broadcast message is sent to all connected clients. The 
GUI of the selected application will be rendered on all cli-
ents. The state of the server changes to ‘Patch loaded’. 

• If a new client connects to the server in this state, it loads 
the GUI of the current application. 

• Each time a parameter is changed by a client, the new 
value is broadcasted to all other connected clients, allow-
ing every client to update its interface. This way all con-
nected clients are kept in sync with each other and can be 
operated at the same time. 

5. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 

Three exemplary applications have been implemented and will be 
described in the following section. The first two examples also serve 
as tutorials for OSPWs automatic interface generation and the crea-
tion of custom user interfaces. The third example is a mono-to10-
channel convolution reverb and was used for evaluating and testing 
the parallel execution of several instances with the pd~ object. 

5.1. Mixer 

The first demo application is a simplified version of a digital mixing 
console. 16 audio input channels can be processed with a 3-band 
equalizer and the gain of the audio signal can be adjusted with a 
fader. The creation of a fully functional mixing desk was not the in-
tention of this demo, it rather serves as an example and tutorial on 
how the OSPW server parses a patch and dynamically creates the 
corresponding interface, based on the information it finds in the 
patch.  
 

 
Figure 3: OSPW mixer demo. 

5.2. Binaural 

The second application is a binaural monitoring application for eight 
individual headphone mixes and serves as an example and tutorial 
for creating custom OSPW GUIs. The interface provides the user 
with eight circles (each representing a sound source) for each mix 
which can be placed in the virtual space around the listener as shown 
in figure 4 below. Each of the eight mixes can be chosen with the 
tabs on top of the GUI. The number of sound sources and mixes is 
only limited for this demo; in theory an infinite number of both 
sources and binaural mixes can be controlled (only limited by hard-
ware resources). On every interaction with the widget, distance and 
angle of each source, in respect to the zero-degree axis of the listener, 
are calculated and sent to the DSP server. In addition to controlling 
the position of the sources, the circle in the middle representing the 
listeners’ head can be controlled with an external head tracking de-
vice (for example the open hardware tracker described in [15]), thus 
providing the listeners with a dynamic binaural synthesis. The dy-
namic binaural rendering in Pd is realized with the vas_binaural~ 
object of the VAS library [16].  
 
 

 
Figure 4: OSPW binaural monitoring. 

5.3. Multichannel Reverb 

The ten different channels for the convolution reverb were created 
by sampling the same reverb preset with different reverb and pre-
delay times. The dry/wet parameter can be controlled for each chan-
nel individually. The convolution is realized with the vas_reverb~ 
object of the VAS library which performs a single-threaded non-
equal partitioned convolution. Ten instances of the Pd patch per-
forming the DSP are loaded from the main patch with the pd~ object 
in order to distribute the different reverb instances among all of the 
CPU cores.  

6. CONCLUSION 

OSPW is an easy-to-use open source DSP platform which can be 
built with off-the-shelf hardware components. The free choice of 
sound card (as long as it is ALSA compatible) makes the integration 
in any existing audio environment possible.  
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     By using Pd as audio backend, the signal processing can be im-
plemented both in the C programming language and graphically. The 
graphical access also enables "intermediate" programmers and art-
ists in the field of media technology to use the system. Pre-existing 
Pd objects and patches of the large Pd developer community can be 
used as well. In order to automatically generate GUIs for existing Pd 
applications, only very slight patch modifications as described in 
section 3 are necessary.  
     The synchronization of all connected clients allows multiple us-
ers to use an application simultaneously. The first demo app pre-
sented in section 5 illustrates this in a simple manner. Several users 
can control a mixing console at the same time and even from differ-
ent positions. This can be very interesting, especially for artistic ap-
plications such as a multi-player acousmonium. The second demo - 
the binaural monitoring application - can be realized at a fraction of 
the cost of a commercial solution and could be easily expanded to 
more binaural mixes and sources.  
     OSPW enables intuitive, network-based access to Pd. Finished 
patches are simply pushed into the designated folder and can then be 
selected and operated via remote client. Currently only the most im-
portant UI elements (dials, sliders and number boxes) are imple-
mented for automatic interface generation. To ensure intuitive han-
dling for more complex DSP algorithms, future updates should in-
clude more sophisticated UI elements such as multisliders or fre-
quency domain editors (as they are usually used for filters). Also, a 
thumbnail view of the Pd patch that is currently running would be a 
nice feature in order to give the user an idea of what kind of DSP 
algorithm is currently executed on the server. 
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dra’s end-of-study internship as a student at ENSEIRB-
MATMECA, which occured at the SCRIME, the Studio
of creation and research in computer science and exper-
imental musics.

Figure: Extract from the music sheet Mycenae Alpha, Iannis Xenakis.

From electroacoustic music to new means of expression...

Electroacoustic music composition invites people to think about the instrumental composition in other ways. The use of
transformed, synthetics or artificials sounds created by a computer as a tool leads to new reflections about the process of
music creation, creation of new sounds and interaction between the tool and the composer. Since the XXth century, new
tools, languages and edition software has been developed by research centers and companies.

...To the necessity to create a dedicated support

Composers from the XX th and XXI rst century develop their own tools and languages to compose. Nevertheless these tools
may not be universal but application-specific, and they could be barely intuitive nor customizable. Sounds in edition software
are fixed, the software being more a way to edit than to express the sound. A problem has emerged : how to create a
universal tool that could facilitate the musical creation ? We would like to create an intuitive tool that leads to a natural
expression of the composer who could create her/his own language but also manipulate it easily.

Pict2Audio : A tool for composition

I Matches drawing and sounds.
I Creates a customizable graphic language.
I Uses sound databases belonging to the composer.
I Provides a drawing interface via graphic tablet augmented with a stylus.

Technologies used

I Neural Networks developed in Python with the libraries Keras and Tensorflow.
I Use of Google Colab environment, that runs neural networks on Google servers.
I Graphic Interface developed in python using the library tkinter.

The system of Pic2Audio
The system is divided into two parts :
1) The training of the system : The drawer gives sounds to the system. These
sounds are used to train a group of neural networks according to characteristics associated
with the sound. Then, the neural networks associated with pictures are trained in the
following way : the composer draws on the interface pictures such as visual characteristics
correspond to audible characteristics.
2) The use of the system : once the neural networks are trained, the composer
can draw anything that corresponds to the audible characteristic desired. The neural
networks will analyse the picture, and the system will return the associated sound thanks
to a dedicated matching algorithm.

Why do we use neural networks ?
Neural Networks are specifically efficient for classification of pictures and sounds. More-
over, it does not need to know the algorithms nor the architecture of the systems that
generate the signals at the entry of the neural networks. This enables a possible ab-
straction of music theory and sound analysis. Then, the neural network detects the
characteristics of the pictures, wich leads to a personalisation of the system.

Specific framework and improvement
In this context we limited our researches to the specific training of the neural network with a predetermined language where three visual characteristics are associated with three audible
characteristics. The drawings are lines where the colors correspond to a tone, the height of the line corresponds to the height of the note and the thickness of the line corresponds to the
volume of the sound. The sound databases are augmented databases of NSynth, the database proposed by Magenta, the music generation research project of the Google AI team.

Limits
To go towards a usability and universality of the system,
it still has to be tested with various and complex draw-
ings. Moreover, the creation of the databases can be
laborious for the composer, so the databases should be
automatically augmented. Also, there could be a bad
training of the neural networks, so there is a need to
create an assistance for the composer.

Perspectives
The future developments of this system could be the
implementation of the polyphony, the management of
time in the system, and the drawing and emission of
sound in real-time.

And why not...
We could go further by imagining the system in 3 di-
mensions, coupled with an augmented-reality system.
Moreover, even if Pict2Audio is aimed at helping com-
posers, this could also be a tool used for pedagogy, to
help learning music.
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Workshops

25/11/2020
Yoshimi Plus
Godfrey Will

Intermedia art with ossia score
Celerier Jean-Michaël

26/11/2020
Sound spatialisation with gesture
Gaydier Christophe

Ovbox: Remote Music and Speech communication with Interactive Low-Delay Virtual
Acoustics using the Open Source Toolbox TASCAR
Grimm Giso, Hohmann Volker

liketohear - enhancement and manipulation of environmental sounds
Sylopp Peggy

Advanced audio work with GNU/Linux for radio and podcast production
Kuhlmann Michael

27/11/2020
Using Csound in Jupyter Notebooks
Heintz Joachim

Who needs Max anyways?: Learning how to make Wiimote-based Instruments with
pd-l2ork
Hale Brandon

Bipscript Basic Workshop
Hammen John
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